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3ABSTRACT
A survey of Rudyard Kipling’s Indian  fiction indicates th a t his 
writings reflect a  deeply-felt am bivalence toward the im perial projects 
of his contem poraries. Kipling condem ns British characters who 
denigrate Indians or India, and  in  doing so, he subverts the  Victorian 
notion of B ritain’s innate superiority. Kipling’s  early fiction reveals 
the au th o r’s respect for E astern  cu ltu re  and  religion. His India 
represen ts a  utopic vision of cu ltu ra l mixing. An anthropological 
perspective on these stories show s th a t the  Indian fiction is designed 
to create cross-cultural com m unication. Kipling illustra tes how 
failure to  understand  India ultim ately destroys the British, and by 
attack ing  m any of the in justices of im perialism , he fosters an  
atm osphere condusive to  the  syn thesis of cu ltures. Kipling’s 
ultim ate enterprise is to promote tolerance of difference through 
understanding  and  respect of the  other.
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6INTRODUCTION
For frantic boast and  foolish word.Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord![“Recessional” 1897]
In the  1941 introduction to his A  Choice of Kipling’s Verse, T. S. 
Eliot explained th a t “the critical tools which we are accustom ed to 
use in analysing and  criticising [literature] do not seem  to work [with 
Kipling]; I confess furtherm ore th a t introspection into  my own 
processes affords no assistance” (17). Eliot understood th a t there 
was a  reason  for Kipling’s continued and unceasing popularity even if 
he him self could not isolate it. Kipling h as  a  quality  to which the 
non-academ ic reading public instinctively responded and  still does. 
Also, fellow artis ts , including Sam uel Clemens, Henry Jam es, E rnestr 
Hemingway, Jo sep h  Conrad, and  T. S. Eliot, were deeply influenced 
by Kipling’s  work. Very little of Kipling’s writing h as  ever been out of 
print, and  m any of h is stories have always rem ained wildly popular.
In 1976, Paul Beam lam ented th a t critics friendly to Kipling 
traditionally employ models which hostile critics have created. He 
explained th a t  th is reliance on anti-Kipling w riters dem onstrates 
th a t despite Kipling’s skill as a  writer, he “still languishes under
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social stigm as th a t were never w arranted  and  are outm oded in the 
p resen t” (182). However, the  trend  in Kipling stud ies since around 
1980 h as  been to downplay, or even ignore, criticism  hostile to 
Kipling because it seldom exam ined the  au tho r’s works closely. Ann 
Pariy, an  outspoken Kipling advocate, boldly declared in her 1986 
article on “The Bridge-Builders” th a t she would no longer apologize 
for her devotion to either Kipling or th e  Society nam ed after him.
In h is study  of fiction about India, Ralph Crane follows Pariy’s 
lead and , avoiding defensiveness, begins with the assum ption  th a t 
Kipling w as not only a  great w riter b u t also a  prophet (10). Hans- 
Peter B reuer also finds th a t Kipling’s fiction predicts m odern-day 
India. He explains th a t the conscious integration of E aste rn  and 
W estern cu ltu res by Indians created the  liberal and  technologically 
advanced nation of today. Kipling’s writings, in B reuer’s  reading, 
continually  describe the process by which India will en ter th e  twenty- 
first century . William B lackburn of C anada an d  K. C. Belliappa of 
India com pletely reject the assum ptions of post-WWI Kipling 
criticism . They explain th a t m uch of it is politically m otivated and 
not particu larly  interested in Kipling’s art.
George Orwell’s essay “Rudyard Kipling” is fairly representative 
of the  hostile criticism  against which these o ther analysts rebel. 
Orwell no t only declared th a t Kipling personified racism  and  
m ercantile im perialism  bu t also derided Eliot for defending him as an  
au tho r. In the  famous attack, Orwell sta tes:
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[Eliot] falls in to  th e  . . . error of defending [Kipling] 
where he is not defensible. It is no use pretending th a t 
Kipling’s view of life, a s  a  whole, can be accepted or even 
forgiven by any civilised person. It is no use claiming, for 
instance, th a t w hen Kipling describes a  British soldier 
beating a  “nigger” with a  cleaning rod in order to get 
m oney out of him, he is acting merely as a  reporter and  
does not necessarily approve w hat he describes. There is 
not the slightest sign anywhere in Kipling’s work th a t  he 
disapproves of th a t kind of conduct—on the contrary, 
there is a  definite stra in  of sadism  in him, over and  
above the brutality  which a  writer of th a t type h as  to 
have. Kipling is a  jingo im perialist, he is morally 
insensitive and  aesthetically  disgusting. (74-5)
In th is  essay, Orwell does not analyze the au thor he so bitterly 
denounces. Instead, he declares su ch  generalities as  he is a  “forcible 
evangelist” (77); Kipling is a  “poor a rtis t” because he u ses cockney 
accents in h is work (79); and  he sold out to the British ruling class 
(88). In Orwell’s  critique, Kipling’s use of dialect m eets with 
snobbery; anything cockney cannot be art. Orwell uniformly trea ts  
the ideas contained in Kipling’s writings as rabid im perialism  
motivated by racism. He sees Kipling’s treatm ent of religion as 
destroying Indian belief system s. However, dialect is not inherently 
inartistic, and  stories like “Lispeth” and  Kim celebrate Indian 
religions. Equally im portan t is the fact th a t Kipling’s  sym pathetic
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treatm ent of Indian peoples and  his correspondingly negative 
treatm en t of bigoted Englishm en in Something of Myself, The Day’s 
Work or Life’s Handicap, debunks racism.
While Orwell s ta r ts  his discussion of Kipling with false 
assum ptions abou t th e  other writer, the charge th a t Kipling likes 
“beating niggers” is a  serious one. Orwell takes th is image from a  
poem called “Loot.” The actual wording of these lines is “An’ if you 
treat a  nigger to a  dose o’ cleanin’-rod /  ‘E’s like to show you 
everything ‘e owns” (36-37). Certainly, th is is a  horrific statem ent. 
However, Orwell neglects to inform his readers th a t “Loot” begins by 
stating  th a t only thieves can understand  the n atu re  of imperialism: 
If you’ve ever stole a  pheasant-egg be’ind the  keeper’s 
back,
If you’ve ever snigged the w ashin’ from the line.
If you’ve ever cram m ed a  gander in you bloomin’
‘aversack,
You will understand  th is little song o’ mine. (1-4)
Orwell m istakes the in ten t of the poem. Far from being a  sadistic 
and gleeful description of b ru tal and racist behavior, “Loot” 
unequivocally condem ns such conduct. It is surprising  th a t Orwell 
could equate the speaker of “Loot” with the author. This poem, 
which Orwell uses to  “beat” Kipling, praises racism  and  imperialism  
less th an  Randall Ja rre ll’s “D eath of the Ball-Turret G unner” can  be 
said to glorify war. W hat Orwell unintentionally illustra tes are the 
dangers of taking lines out of context.
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A ttacks on Kipling by Orwell and  critics with sim ilar ideas 
stem  from a  fundam ental incom patibility of their world-views.
Kipling consistently  and conscientiously underm ines B ritish 
authority. Orwell him self expresses his concern abou t th is  tendency 
in Kipling: “few people who have criticised England from th e  inside 
have sa id  b itterer things abou t her th an  th is  gu tter patrio t” (79). 
Indeed, Kipling often a ttacks the very struc tu re  of British society.
For example, he often contem ptuously refers to Q ueen Victoria as 
“the Widow a t W indsor” and, by lam basting her, denigrates Britain 
because the  m onarch symbolizes the country. In the poem, ‘T he 
Widow a t W indsor,” Kipling blasts the queen because im perial 
policies force young m en to throw  away the ir lives to m ain ta in  her 
vanity a s  Em press. The speaker of “The Widow a t W indsor” advises 
the reader to “Walk wide ‘o the Widow a t Windsor, /  For ‘a lf o’ 
Creation she owns: /  [and] We [the conscripts] ‘ave bought ‘er the 
sam e . . . with our bones” (16-19). Similarly, Kipling a ttack s the 
queen in “The Widow’s Party” and  “Shillin’ a  Day.” The speakers of 
these poem s hold Victoria personally responsible for the agony which 
British im perialism , euphem istically referred to a s  “her party ,” 
causes.
W hat upse t Orwell was not th a t Kipling was wronging o ther 
cultures; the m ost disturbing aspect of Kipling’s work w as th a t it 
a ttacked  British culture while castigating imperialism . While he 
probably would have agreed with Kipling had  the critique of 
im perialism  come in a  different form, Orwell did not like w hat Kipling
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had to  say  ab o u t England. G. K. Chesterton adm its w hat few other 
Kipling critics allowed them selves to say w hen he declares, “I am  not 
concerned w ith Mr. Rudyard Kipling as  a  vivid a rtis t or a  vigorous 
personality; I am  concerned with him  as a  H eretic—th a t is to  say, a  
m an whose view of things h as the  hardihood to differ with m ine”
(22). W. J . Lohman, exam ining the  critical work of Kipling’s 
detractors, also  realizes th a t Kipling often questions and  even 
a ttacks basic English assum ptions, such  as  the notion th a t cockney 
is vulgar. He concludes th a t “charges of propaganda can  . . .  be 
accounted for in term s of the  readers’ determ ination to defend their 
own th rea tened  world view” (187). Therefore, m any of Kipling’s 
critics, in a  defensive posture, psychologically transferred  their own 
uncom fortable feelings onto hypothetical native peoples and  labeled 
Kipling a  racist.
Along with a  new openness evidenced by m any Kipling 
scholars, th e  end of the tw entieth century  has also produced 
Orientalism , an  expose of the West’s m ethods of dom inating the  rest 
of th e  world. O rientalism  does literary stud ies a  great service by 
creating new  ways of studying imperialism, thereby increasing critical 
in terest in Kipling. It also  show s th a t im perialism  h as  a  long history 
and is self-perpetuating. However, m any of its  tenets obscure these 
benefits. In Orientalism, Said attem pts to explain th a t close reading 
“does not entail w hat lies hidden in the O rientalist text, b u t analysis 
ra th e r of th e  tex t’s  surface” (20). He indicates surface racism  is real 
and  should  not be ignored. However, S ham su l Islam  dem onstra tes in
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Kipling’s Law th a t com plete exteriority or reading “in term s of politics 
or history or journalistic  reportage is hardly ju s t. S uch  an  approach 
would be very superficial indeed, and  it would not take u s beyond the 
surface m eaning” (54).
The O rientalist approach obscures even the  surface m eaning of 
a  text. For example, in his introduction to the Penguin edition of 
Kim, Said explains th a t the  Woman of Sham legh is a  character from 
“one of Kipling’s m ost affecting earlier short stories, ‘W ithout Benefit 
of Clergy” (17). While Said is correct in sta ting  th a t the  Woman of 
Sham legh first saw  the  light of day in an  early sh o rt story, he cites 
not only the wrong story  b u t also the  wrong collection. “W ithout 
Benefit of Clergy” occurs in Life’s Handicap: Stories of Mine Own 
People, while th is recu rren t charac ter from “Lispeth,” in PlainTales 
from the Hills is even nam ed in Kim. The plight of Ameera, Holden, 
and the ir child in “W ithout Benefit of Clergy” is certainly affecting, 
bu t Said is wrong w hen he s ta tes  th a t she is in Lispeth’s predicam ent 
“of the native woman loved, b u t never m arried, by a  departed white 
m an” (Introduction 17). Ameera and her son die of cholera, leaving 
the broken Holden, who loved them  w ithout bounds, in agony.
A m uch larger problem is Orientalism's claim  th a t W estern 
thought is inherently im perialistic and, w hether m anifested in 
literature, history, social science, or even individual consciousness, 
seeks to dom inate an d  to exploit the East. Although he se ts up 
Kipling a s  the epitome of W estern imperialism  by constantly  
restating the  phrase “White M an” in the final chap ter of Orientalism,
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Said does not analyze a  single piece of Kipling’s  work nor does he 
consult a  scrap  of Kipling criticism. In critiquing literature 
Orientalism  breaks down. His theory works to  explicate scientific 
docum ents and political trac ts  because these tex ts seek literally to 
represent reality.
However, literature, especially literature w ith utopic vision, 
rarely seeks to  m irror the real world in the sam e m anner as non­
fiction. As Umberto Eco explains in The Limits of Interpretation, all 
fictional worlds “are  handicapped and small w orlds” (74). Eco later 
uses “incom plete” to  describe fictional worlds because, a s  he says, 
they cannot represen t reality; instead, they are “invitation[s] to 
cooperate in se tting  up a  conceivable world” (75, em phasis in text) 
which allows them  to parallel not reproduce reality. By equating art 
with politics. Orientalism denies literature its subtle ties and  beauty; 
it also m isin terprets irony, satire, and pastiche. U topian works and 
other fictional m oral universes as those Kipling creates simply do not 
claim to represen t the realities of social order in  the sam e way th a t 
political trac ts  do.
Algerian w riter Albert Memmi’s discussion of “colonizers,” a 
term  he u ses as synonym ous with imperialists, gives Kipling studies 
a  different s ta rtin g  point. Memmi explains th a t  “the colonialist 
stresses those th ings which keep him separate, ra th e r th an  
em phasizing th a t [which] m ight contribute to th e  form ulation of a  
joint com m unity” (71). He says th a t “the m ost serious blow suffered 
by th e  colonized is being removed from history” (91). Unlike
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Orientalism , Memmi’s discussion allows for a lternate in terpretations 
of the relationships which im perialism  created. If literary works 
break down the  barriers and include non-W estern world-views, as 
Kipling’s Indian fiction does, they cannot unreservedly be seen as 
discourses justifying imperialism. By beginning with Memmi’s 
definition of the  im perialist, critics can, with Irving Howe, m ake the 
observation th a t  “Kipling did see the people of India a s  vigorous, full 
of hum or and  energy, deeply worthy.” The next logical step  is to ask  
with Howe, “[H]ow are we to explain th a t in  the  pages of th is 
apologist for imperialism , the m asses of India seem more alive, more 
autonom ous th a n  in the  pages of w riters claiming political 
correctness?” (40).
Because “im perialism ,” or as Hilton Brown calls it “th a t 
bugbear” (105), is such  a  loaded word in literary studies, it needs to 
be either redefined or modified in discussions of Kipling. Many 
critics, like Howe, find a  split personality in Kipling’s writings 
because they seem  to endorse and to execrate im perialism  a t the 
sam e time. A. O. J .  Cockshut, the editor of the  Oxford edition of 
Life’s  Handicap, regards th is dualism  to be “the paradox of Kipling” 
(xvii). Brown, however, finds th a t Kipling’s fictional “im perialism ” is 
of a  fundam entally  m oral nature; it is a  utopic representation  of a  
fu ture possibility not a  compilation of political treatises. Kipling, 
says Brown, sees the  colonies as “sister nations,” equals who only 
require assistance to enter the m odern world (105).
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The M asonic prayer “L’Envoi” (LH 296) indicates th a t Kipling 
sees im perialism  no t a s  the political subjugation  of India, nor as 
exploitation of o ther lands’ resources. Instead, th is  poem, 
rem iniscent of Milton’s  poem s of service and  of “The Prayer of St. 
F rancis,” reveals th a t Kipling believes im perialism  equals service. In 
“L’Envoi” the  speaker hum bly asks th a t the “G reat Overseer” (4) 
“[h]elp [him] to  need no aid from m en /  That [he] m ay help su ch  men 
a s  need” (27-28). Therefore, Kipling’s philosophy, unlike actual 
imperialism , is hum an itarian  in natu re . The service-oriented 
individual should  be selfless and  recognize the beauty  of a  world 
w here one can  see “nau g h t com m on” (24). Since the  world is 
heterogeneous and  other cu ltu res should not be seen as lowly or 
common, the  “servant” m u st respect and  validate those o thers while 
seeking to give them  the  help they require. The Englishm an cannot 
serve India w ithout a t least attem pting to u n derstan d  its cultures.
There is certainly a  great deal of naivete in Kipling’s belief th a t 
im perialism  can  be solely hum an itarian  and  service-oriented. 
However, u topian  visions dism iss the negative aspects of the  utopia 
because the  vision itself is more im portant. While Kipling 
understood m any of th e  m alignant aspects of ac tual imperialism, 
su ch  as the  brutality  with which the  British extorted money from the 
people, he focuses on the  benefits which in ter-cu ltural 
com m unication brings to all parties. This is not to say  he ignores 
the  evils w hich Europe foisted upon subject peoples. In fact, Kipling 
repeatedly subverts the  imperial enterprise in both his fiction and  his
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poetiy. B ut Kipling’s preoccupation is with a  hypothetical fu ture 
sta te  in w hich all forms of intolerance are  m uted, if not elim inated.
In order to  limit the  am ount of dam age created by uniformly 
equating Kipling’s  philosophy of service with th e  O rientalist concept 
of im perialism , P athan  critic Sham sul Islam  provides guidelines for 
m odern critical stud ies in Kipling. He enum erates four general 
precepts which the  critic m ust recognize:
1) Kipling is a  writer of depth  and  vision.
2) Kipling’s im perial them e cannot be equated  with B ritish 
Im perialism , since the relation of Kipling’s philosophy to 
the Im perial Idea is m uch more profound th an  h as  been 
suggested.
3) An investigation of Kipling’s  ideas m u st be based on a  
close stu d y  of his work in the ir totality, and  not on a  few 
isolated pieces used as cru tches for projecting one’s pre­
conceived notions about him.
4) Kipling m u st be stud ied  in relation to his age. (4-5)
By reading large quantities of Kipling’s writing, the  critic is more 
likely to  avoid m isin terpreting  the au th o r’s “im perialism .” Islam  
implicitly backs up  Lucile Russell C arpenter’s  explanation th a t by 
“choosing isolated incidents or quotations, one can  prove anything 
by the Bible or Kipling. And following a  false prem ise with crooked 
reasoning, one arrives a t  a  false conclusion” (5). Thus, a  critic who 
wishes to s tu d y  Kipling in good faith m u st be willing to explore a  
wide variety of works and  to be open to the sp irit of th e  entire canon.
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Since Kipling’s fiction often incorporates m any cu ltu res into a  
single story, anthropology is a  particularly appropriate tool when 
exam ining his Indian fiction. C ultural anthropology’s exhortation to 
understand  a  text’s  local knowledge prom ises to clarify Rudyard 
Kipling’s  ideas concerning cu ltural interaction. In The Interpretation 
of Cultures, cu ltu ra l anthropologist Clifford Geertz explains th a t to 
in terp ret a  world-view different from one’s own, one m u st have “a 
familiarity with the imaginative universe” of the  o ther (13). “Seeling] 
th ings from the  native’s  point of view” (Geertz. Local Knowledge 56), 
though difficult, is the only way to understand  people of radically 
different culture:
U nderstanding a  people’s  cu lture exposes their norm alness 
w ithout reducing their particularity. The more I m anage to 
follow w hat the Moroccans are up  to, the  more logical, and 
the more singular, they seem. It renders them  accessible: 
setting them  in the frame of th e ir own banalities, it 
dissolves the ir opacity. [Interpretation 14)
In o ther words, anthropology works because it refuses to stereotype 
or rely on hearsay. Because anthropology circum vents the  critical 
double-bind of characterization, a  Geertzian in terpretation  allows a  
text to  s tan d  on its own term s. W ithout reading from the  text’s 
point of view, w hether th a t of a  story or a  culture, criticism  
continues its sem antic som ersaults: charac ters are stereotypes if 
they conform too closely to a  preconceived notion of “type,” or
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characters fall to  be representative if they have too m any 
idiosyncrasies.
W hereas O rientalist theory requires “surface readings," 
anthropologists seek to understand  cultures, “assem blages of tex ts” 
th rough  close reading and  “participant observation” (Clifford 41). 
Participant observation requires “getting as close as possible” to  the 
m indset of the  people (Clifford 52). In Local Knowledge Geertz even 
refers to  good anthropology as  “like grasping a  proverb, catching an 
allusion, seeing a  joke—or . . . reading a  poem” (70). C ultures are as 
m uch texts a s  literature is, and  the only way to understand  a  text is 
to read it closely, to imbibe its common sense and  its “local 
knowledge” (75). Orientalism and criticism derived from it reject the 
idea of close reading in practice if not in theory, and, a s  a  result, 
cannot come to term s with the  culture(s) im bedded within the text.
Geertz explains th a t “the aim  of anthropology is the  
enlargem ent of the universe of hum an discourse” (Interpretation 14). 
T hat is, he and  others like him attem pt to break down th e  barricades 
Memmi describes as dividing people and cultures. This d isruption  of 
barriers is exactly w hat Kipling does in works like “W ithout Benefit 
of Clergy,” “The Bridge-Builders,” and Kim. M arcus and  Fisher 
expand upon Geertzian anthropology and m ake the point th a t 
anthropology w ants not only to understand  the  other b u t also to 
expand the self: “[I]n using portraits of o ther cu ltu ra l p a tte rn s to 
reflect self-critically on our own ways, anthropology d isru p ts common 
sense [Western] and m akes u s reexamine our taken-for-granted
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assum ptions” (1). Kipling seeks to question W estern assum ptions 
also. S tories such  a s  the P athan  monologues of In Black and White 
and  th e  S trickland stories disrupt, or completely replace, a  W estern 
m indset with an  Indian world-view. These stories, as Lohman 
repeatedly points out, attem pt to create “cu lture shock” in the 
W estern reader.
U nderstanding ano ther culture, as Geertz explains in Local 
Knowledge, entails th inking with a  native m ind. He couches th is 
“th inking  with a  native m ind” in term s of com prehending “colloquial 
wisdom” or proverbs (75). Native proverbs occur th roughou t Kipling’s 
work, especially in the  Indian fiction. From a  G eertzian perspective, 
Kipling’s proverbs m anifest a  distinctly “native” world-view. The 
common sense of these tex ts is Indian, which is the  reason  criticism 
has so m any difficulties investigating Kipling’s work. Therefore, an 
anthropological approach can bear the fruit o ther efforts have failed 
to provide. The Indian stories m ust read from the native perspective 
to appreciate their local knowledge.
Rudyard Kipling’s Indian fiction, m ost of which w as w ritten in 
Kipling’s early period (1888-1901), “ha[s] not been properly 
understood or appraised. [The stories] have escaped criticism ” (Singh 
69). The Indian fiction also has the benefit of containing a  greater 
num ber of cu ltures th an  the later work. This poly-culturalism , 
therefore, opens the Indian fiction up  for a  more fruitful 
anthropological explication. Kipling designed these w orks to create
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cross-cu ltural com m unication and  tolerance. He presents Indian 
consciousnesses to expand W estern conceptions.
Kipling’s imbedded native world-views contribute toward his 
vision of empire. These aspects of h is work are not separate entities 
b u t ra th e r elem ents of his idealistic philosophy. However, a  
Geertzian perspective represents a  valuable way to begin a  discussion 
of Empire because Kipling’s portrayal of non-W estern peoples is a  
continual stum bling block for critics. These two elements, the 
depiction of Indians and Kipling’s philosophy of empire, are 
inextricably united in the Kipling world-view because the au th o r 
believes th a t through im perialism  both E ast and  West can benefit 
from contact with “the o ther.” However, Islam ’s assertion  th a t 
Kipling’s “im perialism ” does not parallel th a t of th e  historical Raj 
compels a  new definition of “em pire.” Empire, for Kipling, is not 
im perialism  perse ; it is an  a ttitude  of tolerance for, and  the 
possibility for conscious integration of, o ther cultures. Kipling’s 
Empire, th u s, is a  collage of cu ltu res. Each system  exists in its 
entirely with the potential for transform ing and  evolving through 
m utual overlapping.
Edward Said proclaim s th a t the “fu ture of criticism" is the 
breaking down of barriers and  prom oting “traffic between cu ltu res” 
(“F u ture of Criticism ” 956). Kipling, however, believes th a t the  fu ture 
of the world resides in th is traffic between cultures. Kipling’s Indian 
stories consistently reveal th a t exposure to the other expands the 
consciousness and enhances the quality of m ental life. Therefore,
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the first chap ter of th is study seeks to illustrate the  ways in  which 
people encounter the  other. The representative stories involve the 
British in India in addition to Indian peoples. The P a than  
m onologue “At Howli T hana” is especially im portant because it is 
w ritten entirely from “the native point of view” and, therefore, 
particularly  open to an  anthropological reading.
The second chapter elaborates upon Kipling’s portrayal of 
cu ltu ra l m isreaders. The stories in th is section represen t a  brief 
sam pling of fiction containing wayward Britons. Kipling inflicts 
serious penalties on characters who violate h is concept of to lerant 
identification with, and  reading of the  other. The tex ts (the other 
charac ters who are being misread) often asse rt their rights and 
punish  th e  British characters.
The final chap ter examines the in ter-cultural fusion which is 
the focus of Kipling’s Empire. Kipling’s philosophy of em pire is 
idealistic; it seeks to combine the best parts of all cu ltu res to  create 
a  stronger, more pluralistic and  tolerant world. B ecause of contact 
w ith each other, cu ltu ra l system s become capable of m elding with 
others, being molded, and re-forming. The au th o r feels th a t no 
cu lture can  long endure which does not meld with another. Britain’s 
salvation lies in the diversity of the  East, which is one reason  why 
Kipling so violently opposed the Christianization of India (Islam 79). 
The Indian fiction shows the potential symbiosis of E ast and  West 
m ay be accom plished through the vehicle of empire. Kipling foresaw 
the global com m unity which would soon d isrup t all nations wishing
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to rem ain isolationist, and he wished to prepare for it. The only way 
for Britain (or any  o ther nation) to survive, as he saw  it, w as to 
m aintain  a  close relationship  with o ther nations. He wished to 
expand the  cu ltu ra l gene pool and open m inds to new  possibilities so 
th a t the  benefits of foreign cultures could be accessible to  all peoples.
Kipling apprehends a  world of tolerance w here cu ltu res could 
blend and  fuse to create a  global society in which diversity and  
difference are appreciated and endorsed. Kipling does not intend his 
vision to  be oppressive like the British Raj. His portrayed of readers 
of cu lture who m ake poor judgm ents shows th a t he a t least partially 
understands the  destructive nature of ac tual im perialism . However, 
in his personal philosophy, as depicted in h is fictional, u topian 
worlds, im perialism  can  be benevolent. As Islam  em phatically 
proclaims, Kipling’s empire is not the British Empire; it is a  union 
which would serve the best interests of the  entire world.
Kipling’s  vision of Empire stem s from his desire to create 
dialogue between cultures, th u s  underm ining provincialism  and 
cu ltural isolation. He seeks to unify the world in  its diversity.
Kipling sees th e  melding of cultures as the  way to perfect hum an 
consciousness. Through contact with the  other an  individual’s, or a  
culture’s, aw areness can expand into unprecedented avenues. 
Kipling’s fiction ask s the reader to look a t  the world in unfam iliar 
ways, to  see th rough  ano ther’s eyes. He believes th a t  empire can 
serve as  an  adequate, albeit flawed, vehicle in the  process of 
dissem inating knowledge.
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Kipling begs u s  to recognize his vision, the vision he expresses 
through the  Lama in Kim: “to those who follow the  Way, there is 
neither black nor w hite.” Kipling did see th a t o ther peoples and their 
beliefs deserve respect. He also w arns the West, as he does in 
“Recessional,” th a t its  seem ing superiority is a  tem porary illusion: 
“d u st th a t builds on d u s t.” Those who with “frantic boast and 
foolish word” declare Britain to be better th an  its em pire need their 
God’s mercy because undervaluing o thers is the  worst aspect of 
colonialism. D enigrating non-W estern peoples is the  source of all 
the evil of E uropean imperialism .
While Kipling’s ideas about im perialism  were often used to 
justify  th e  existence of the British Empire, and  later, American 
imperialism , he ultim ately transcended  the project in which his 
contem poraries were engaged. Along with the subversive elem ents 
within h is work, the in ter-cu ltu ral aspects of h is u topian  dream  are 
particularly valuable because they show the equality of all peoples: 
“E ast is East, and  W est is West, and  never the  tw ain shall meet, /
. . . But there is neither E ast nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth, 
/  When two strong m en stan d  face to face, tho’ they come from the 
ends of the  earth ” (“Ballad of E ast and West” 1-4). O ur world now 
has je t planes, radios, and satellite system s linking different parts  of 
the globe to each other, bu t we still grapple with the  issues of 
cu ltural diversify, tolerance, and  communify. Kipling foresaw, and 
wished to prepare u s for, a  world communify. We should not see his
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is an  experim ent in diversity.
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Chapter OneThe Imperialist, the Reader, and the Poly-cultural Text
In The Limits of Interpretation, Umberto Eco says, “[T]he rights 
of in terpreters have been overstressed” (6) and  the “in ten t” and 
“rights” (56) of the text have been downplayed. In o ther words, a  text 
“selects its own in terpretations” (61), b u t criticism  h as  largely 
ignored th is  fact. Therefore, readers of texts fall into two groups: 
m isreaders and  interpreters. While th e  in terpreters critique a  text by 
respecting its rights, m isreaders “u se” the text as  a  “m eans to s ta r t 
from it in order to get som ething else, even [at] the risk  of 
m isinterpreting it” (57). Kipling’s w ritings show  an  aw areness of 
Eco’s distinction. Whenever British and Indian cu ltu res m eet in 
Kipling’s writing, the stories them selves exemplify how to  or how not 
to read: charac ters in the Indian fiction are either good o r bad 
in terpreters of cultures. The “good” in terpreters recognize the rights 
of Indian  cu ltures, and the “bad” m isreaders violate those rights in 
one way or another.
These characters-as-readers either increase their aw areness of 
cu ltural assum ptions while reading ano ther culture, or they pay for
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their presum ption. In effect, to avoid m isreading these W esterners 
m u st resist the ir own cu lture because it forces their assum ptions 
upon an o th er text. The im perialistic m isreader judges the  unfam iliar 
by s tan d ard s indigenous to the West, which is patently unfair to the 
o ther cu ltu res in the text. In other words, Kipling creates poly- 
cu ltu ra l tex ts—texts which contain more th an  one cu lture, and 
characters who do not respect these other ways of seeing the world 
suffer greatly.
Kipling understands and  respects the cultures of India so m uch 
th a t he refuses to  stereotype them . While actual British subjects 
and  values m ay be interpreted and  evaluated by traditional methods, 
a  British charac ter cannot, for example, impose a  W estern m indset 
on a  Pathan. In Kipling’s work the “bad reader” is a  Briton who 
judges an  Indian character by th inking of him as an  English 
creation. This process causes the British to stereotype non-W estern 
peoples because they do not conform to a  W estern value system.
Kipling, th rough his stories about cu ltural interaction, shows 
th a t W esterners are often blinded by their own assum ptions when 
perusing m aterial from foreign sources. The character, like a  
Geertzian in terpreter of culture, m u st actively resist judging other 
cu ltu res by h is own value system , even on questions of morality.
Good readers “see through the eyes of the native” (Geertz, Local 
Knowledge 56). Succum bing to the world-view of the  W est thw arts 
coming to term s with the text’s “local knowledge.” A com petent 
anthropologist “reads” from a  native perspective w hether the  text is a
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w ritten docum ent, stoiy, or poem, or the nebulous set of m ental 
baggage usually referred to as  culture.
Kipling reveals the dangers of assum ing one’s assum ptions to 
be “correct” by showing three ways characters m isread poly-cultural 
m aterial. He also provides exam ples of a  better way to approach 
diversity, an  anthropological understand ing  of the  subject. Like the 
correct approach, the th ree incorrect m ethods involve the  acquisition 
of knowledge. The first type of m isreading entails the  reader’s  failing 
to realize th a t there is a  text to  be interpreted. The charac ter never 
acknowledges the existence of native peoples nor their cu ltu res. In 
“The S trange Ride of Morrowbie Ju k e s ,” the title charac ter falls into 
the City of the Dead because he does not know th a t such  a  place 
could exist. His unfam iliarity with Hindu beliefs m akes it impossible 
for him  even to imagine a  place where cataleptics are buried alive. 
Similarly, in “At Howli T hana” the British destroy an  entire native 
police force because they force European stan d ard s on a  people with 
vastly  different traditions.
The second kind of m isreading occurs when W esterners 
recognize to ther ways of th inking b u t do not fully u n ders tan d  the 
text to be interpreted. The character does not actually  “read” the 
other a t all. He succum bs “to a  hallucinatory response” (Eco 21) by 
assum ing  th a t the text has no rights. An example of th is  type of 
tex tual violation is Dravot and  C arnehan’s invasion of K afiristan in 
“The Man Who Would Be King.” They study  the Kafirs because they 
wish to conquer them , not because they wish to in terpret their
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culture. On of them  is consequently beheaded, and  th e  o ther is 
crucified.
The final type of m isreading involves m istakenly employing an 
inappropriate se t of values to in terpret the  text. The charac ters who 
com m it th is error are in tim ate with “native” texts; however, they fail 
to purge their m inds of the ir accustom ed ways of th inking  and 
inadvertently m ake false judgm ents. For example, Pansay, the 
charac ter from “The Phantom  Rickshaw,” who drives him self insane 
th rough  the effects of h is guilty conscience, sh a res  the sam e British 
cu ltu re  as his fellow native, Mrs. W essington. However, he fails to 
em pathize with her and, as a  result, m isreads her feelings and  his 
own mind. Eco calls th is type of reader a  “u se r” because he violates 
the  “righ ts” of th e  text (57).
J u s t  as the three forms of m isreading happen because of either 
partia l or complete blockages of knowledge th rough  the interference 
of cu ltu ra l assum ptions, so is the correct way to  approach ano ther 
cu ltu re  to read from a  familiarity with th a t cu ltu re’s native ways of 
th inking  (Geertz, Local Knowledge 56). Eco explains th a t  limiting 
critique to the  text’s param eters produces an  “in terp re ta tion ,” not a  
m isreading. The resulting  in terpretation m ay be a  good one or a  bad 
one, b u t in e ither case, the  text itself m ain ta ins control. The 
n arra to r of “My Own True G host Story” in terp rets by the  light of the 
text’s  “local knowledge.” Consequently, he in terp re ts h is 
su rroundings accurately and  realizes th a t the  group of ghosts he has 
been hearing is only a  rodent in the next room.
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W henever characters take control of the text and  govern it in 
ignorance or w ithout taking native ways of knowing into account, 
they  com m it the  sam e type of im perialism  as the  historical British in 
India. These people completely rob th e  “tex t” of its autonom y. By 
presenting  th is type of domineering behavior, Kipling exposes 
W estern assum ptions which have limited usefulness in the 
in terp retation  of o ther cultures.
From  opposite points of view, “The S trange Ride of Morrowbie 
Ju k e s” an d  “At Howli T hana” display how  often the British in India 
fail to realize th a t they deal on a  day-to-day basis with other 
cu ltures. Morrowbie Jukes, from The Phantom Rickshaw story, 
exemplifies the  severely debilitating ignorance of a  Briton who never 
really sees th a t India is full of Indians. “S trange Ride” explains how 
little the  British, represented by Jukes, know of the people they  rule 
on the  Indian subcontinent. The In Black and White story, “At Howli 
T hana” show s, from a  Pathani perspective, how m uch British 
ignorance can  h u rt both Indians and th e  daily operation of justice. 
W ithout apprehending th a t Indians work from a  non-W estern se t of 
cu ltu ra l assum ptions, the British im pose the ir own system s upon the 
people they  govern. The adm inistrators’ m isreadings of the  native 
peoples cause  them  to assum e th a t India operates in ways congruous 
to the  West. These W esterners do not com prehend th a t the 
subcon tinen t is not Europe. They fail to  realize th a t there is a  native 
tex t to  be read.
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Because Morrowbie Ju k es  has no idea th a t  Hindus believe 
cataleptics are living dead and, therefore, m u st be isolated from 
society, he h as  no idea th a t there is a  City of th e  Dead w ithin the 
confines of his province. This ignorance proves alm ost fatal because 
he accidentally finds his way into the walled-off Hindu village 
rem iniscent of D ante’s Inferno. There is no escape from th is  village 
because it lies a t the center of a  sand  pit with unscaleable sides. 
Ju k es, since he has no conception of such  a  place, carelessly rides 
into the pit. Once confined with the rest of the  dam ned, he quickly 
realizes th a t w hat he thought was the innate superiority of the 
British people is only a  foolish delusion. In the  confinement of th is 
city th e  strongest survive, and  Ju k es understands th a t on the outside 
only the technology and bru te force of British imperialism  divide the 
English from the  Indians.
Once stripped of his Sahibdom, Ju k e s  does not have enough 
power to save his horse from becoming a  feast for the villagers. For 
the first time in his life. Ju k es  does not have th e  shelter of h is w hite 
skin to protect him. He is the  only white m an in th is village and  
w hat he though t of a s  his superiority over India boils down to 
formerly having an  arm y a t his back. Once he is alone with the 
oppressed, they stop  referring to him by the honorific “Sahib” and 
avoid calling him  “Sir” (WWW 193). Race is m eaningless in th is 
world. However, Ju k es  h as the  will to dom inate others. Only by 
threaten ing  m urder does he avoid falling under the dom ination of 
people he used to consider inferior.
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In th is scene, the character of British im perialism  comes 
sharply  into focus: refusing to understand  or work with the natives, 
the British have to rely on their more advanced technology and 
policies of in tim idation to m aintain control. Once he reestablishes 
his equilibrium . Ju k e s  is able once again to intim idate several of the 
H indu villagers. Because the  villagers are m alnourished, Jukes can 
exploit his g rea ter physical strength, which he th rea ten s  to use in 
order to m ain ta in  his superior position. W ithout w eapons and the 
will to  overawe o thers with them, Englishm en find th a t they have no 
more power over th e  Indians. Like the m urdered Briton Ju k es  finds 
in one of the “d en s ,” the holes in which the  villagers live, the English 
are no more su p erh um an  th an  any other hum an  beings.
W ithout th e  help of Indians, the British in India cannot 
survive. Ju k e s’s H indu servant, Dunnoo, pulls Ju k e s  from his 
im prisonm ent. The city of the dam ned is such  a  well-kept secret th a t 
none of the  British, in the cantonm ent or otherwise, knows anything 
of the village. Ju k e s  appears to have d isappeared into th in  air. Had 
the faithful D unnoo followed the advice of his fellow servants, Ju k es 
would also have died in the pit. Only Dunnoo of all th e  Indians in 
the com pound h as  m ade an  effort to release him  from th e  prison in 
which his ignorance has placed him. Ignorance of native culture 
causes the fall. Knowledge of native culture is the  only chance for 
salvation. Until he recognizes the rope Dunnoo lowers to  him, Ju k es 
rem ains entrapped.
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While “The S trange Ride of Morrowbie Ju k e s” discloses th a t 
failing to recognize a  native text inevitably h u rts  a  naive reader like 
Ju k es, “At Howli T hana ,” a  monologue with a  P athan  speaker, reveals 
th a t ignoring indigenous cu ltu re  not only disables W estern 
conceptions b u t also adversely affects Indian people, Afzal Khan, a  
former m em ber of the  native police force, is being interviewed by an  
Englishm an. Khan seeks employment a s  a  m essenger because he no 
longer has the m eans to support his family. The P athan  explains 
how the  thieves of the  city and  the native police m ade a  deal to avoid 
the m isery of the sum m er heat. Khan tells the Sahib to whom he is 
speaking how order was kept so th a t neither the crim inals nor the 
police had  to work during the  m ost oppressive hours of th e  day. As 
long as the crim inals refrained from thieving during the day and 
tu rned  over one of their own to face charges for all crimes committed 
a t any o ther time, the  native police prom ised not to pursue the 
felons. The English supervisors learn of th is deal, and, instead of 
explaining th e ir concept of an  ideal police force, sneak  into the th an a  
to steal the arm s and  police-book while the  officers are asleep. When 
the officers wake in the morning, they logically assum e th a t their 
personal enem ies have broken into th e  station  to  disgrace them .
After all, who would suspect the police of robbing their own station? 
To save their honor, the native officers fake an  a ttack  upon the 
sta tion  and  a rres t th e ir enemies. The British wait for the se t-up  to 
work to its logical conclusion, then  a rres t the officers. Only Afzal 
Khan escapes.
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Kipling’s repu ta tion  for racism  and  intolerance stem s from 
stories like th is one. Sandison explains th a t people who read th is  
story from the S ah ibs’ perspective will naturally  see vice in the native 
police because they  expect Kipling, because he is of British descent, 
to do th e  sam e (71). For example, Boris Ford in terprets such stories 
as exam ples of Kipling’s  “colour prejudice” (63), not realizing th a t his 
in terpretation  is based solely on W estern ideals. C ultural 
assum ptions of th is  natu re  ignore th a t  Kipling evidences no negative 
judgm ent of Afzal Khan, and the P a than  believes him self to  be 
innocent.
By showing the  collision of P a than i and  British conceptions of 
justice, Kipling outlines the problem s with both system s. The 
P athans betray a  tru s t, and  the English impose foreign regulations 
upon th e  Indians b u t never explain them . The situation  itself is 
more crim inal th an  either group’s actions. Each group does w hat it 
th inks is right. However, their ideas of “right” are m utually  
exclusive. The British officials see laziness in the native police, bu t 
such  readers ignore th a t a  W estern work-day is “u n n a tu ra l” in an  
Indian environm ent, especially in “th e  hot w eather.” The British 
authorities, no t understand ing  th a t  th e  daylight hours are 
traditionally a  tim e of rest, create a  situation  where the P athans feel 
they m u st cu t deals w ith the enemy. Afzal Khan feels th a t  he and  
his fellow officers have done nothing wrong. All he knows is th a t for 
some reason the “black w rath” (ST 116) of the British h as  been 
unleashed. He also knows th a t one should  flee from th e  anger of
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Englishmen. They are “white devils” and one never knows w hat they 
will do next.
Khan’s sto iy  contains no discrepancies; he does no t lie to  his 
prospective employer. He presents the m ost dam ning elem ents in the 
sam e straightforw ard m anner as  any other information. He does not 
understand  th a t his testim ony is compromising in W estern eyes. 
Since the  Sahib  h ires Afzal Khan, and  even allows him to  move in 
his family, th is  new employer recognizes th a t Khan’s only flaw is not 
having the  tra in ing  to carry  ou t W estern ideas of peace keeping. He 
is not a  crim inal bu t an  honorable m an who has not been tau g h t 
w hat the British expect. Far from passing judgm ent on Khan, 
Kipling’s only in trusion  into  the sto iy  is th e  epigraph—a native 
proverb, “His own shoe, h is own head” (ST 112). This phrase is 
roughly parallel to  th e  English expression, “[M]ake no judgm en t until 
you have walked a  mile in another’s  shoes.” Thus, Kipling like the 
Sahib employer, show s th a t the entire event is a  resu lt of the 
incom patibility of th e  two conceptions of “ju stice .”
In the second form of misreading, the  character begins to see 
th a t Indian cu ltu res are relevant when interpreting an  Indian “tex t.” 
However, charac ters still dom inate the text by interpreting from a 
W estern perspective because lack of knowledge forces them  to rely too 
heavily on the ir own cu ltu ra l assum ptions. Knowing a  little abou t 
native cu lture is certainly better th an  knowing nothing a t all, b u t 
like m ost opportunists, Dravot and  C arnehan of “The Man Who 
Would Be King” are more concerned with their own advancem ent
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th an  th e  effects the ir cultural reading m ight have on the  “native” 
text, in th is  case, the  Kafirs. For th is reason, when they  invade the 
country of K afiristan, they acquire only a  superficial knowledge of the 
people they  in tend  to conquer. If they truly  understood the  people or 
cared abou t them , they would come as friends and  in terpreters not as 
ru lers and  m isreaders.
Unlike Ju k es, who fails to notice th a t there is ano ther cu lture 
around him, these m en learn about the native peoples for the sole 
purpose of subjugating  them  and creating an  Empire in which they 
can reign as  king-gods. Although these m en learn enough of Indian 
culture to  come up  with convincing disguises, their knowledge of the 
Kafirs and  th e  land is minimal. They realize, like tru e  im perialists, 
th a t understand ing  the ruled is not necessarily a  prerequisite to 
conquest. They have superior technology and plan to use it to 
subdue the  native people. Dravot and C arnehan’s belief in their own 
innate superiority  is even greater th an  th a t of Ju k es, an d  it is far less 
subtle.
B ecause the  Kafirs are, as C arnehan says, “fair m en—fairer 
th an  you or m e—with yellow hair” (WWW 226), the  im perialists have 
the chance of seeing how similar they and  their “sub jects” are. These 
readers dom inate the unfam iliar Kafir texts, and  as a  result, finally 
attack  them selves and  their own culture. By showing the  “hea then” 
Kafirs to  be a s  English as  their English conquerors, Kipling 
illustra tes th a t Britons denigrate them selves w hen they forget th a t 
these o ther people share  their hum anity. Dravot and  C arnehan are
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like the flag-waving rabble Kipling describes in ‘T he English Flag”: 
“[W]hat should  they know of England who only England know?— / 
The poor little street-bred  people th a t vapour and  fume and  brag, / 
They are  lifting th e ir heads in the stillness to yelp a t  the English 
Flag!” (2-4). If the two conquerors had  th e  ability to see from the 
native point of view and  to understand  how it feels to be subject to 
an  ignorant, foreign power, they would not be inclined to set 
them selves u p  as kings. However, Dravot and  C arnehan ultim ately 
fail to see the  connection between them selves and  the  people they 
oppress.
Although th is  a ttack  on Britain itse lf is dam ning enough, 
D raudt points ou t th a t Kipling has se t u p  th is  s to iy  so the narra to r 
is in the sam e situation  as the two im perialists (326). The narrator, 
even though he is not a  direct partic ipan t in Dravot and C arnehan’s 
overt im perialism , is an  accomplice in th e  two m en’s actions and  
beliefs. Helen Pike B auer also recognizes th a t Kipling attacks 
imperialism . She s ta tes  th a t “there is no doubt [“The Man Who 
Would Be King”] contains a  searching exploration of the dangers of 
im perial am bition” (41). Similarly, Bascom  realizes th a t Kipling 
condem ns th e  n arra to r’s imperialism . He explains th a t the narra to r 
sym pathizes with the  two conquerors because they act out the 
jou rnalis t’s  “repressed am bitions” (167). The n arra to r does no t seem  
to be aware of his own domineering world-view, b u t only th rough  his 
aid can  Dravot and  C arnehan s ta r t o u t on the ir expedition. By
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allowing the two would-be kings to use his se t of encyclopedias, the 
n arra to r “signs on” (167), a s  Bascom  calls it, w ith the im perialists.
By placing the n arra to r in such  a  situation, Kipling implies 
th a t im perialism  is inevitable whenever there is a  lack of em pathy. 
J u s t  as Dravot and  C arnehan’s knowledge of m ilitary science allows 
them  to conquer the  Kafirs, so  the  narra to r h as  final control over the 
text. Although the narra to r h as  not actually subjugated  the  Kafirs, 
he h as aided the real conquerors, Dravot and C arnehan, by giving 
them  aid and  supplies. These two m en have paid with the ir lives for 
their conquest of ano ther culture. Instead of in terpreting  the Kafirs, 
they use the people for their own purposes. Consequently, Dravot is 
beheaded, C arnehan dies a  beggar after having been crucified by the 
Kafirs, and the narra to r m u st live with the haun ting  m em ories of the 
event, memories which he reinscribes in his own stoiy. “The Man 
Who Would Be King” reveals th e  dangers and  pitfalls for the reader 
who would be king of som eone else’s  text.
In the th ird  type of m isreading, Pansay, despite h is personal 
detailed knowledge of his subject, still co-opts the o ther by 
m isinterpreting signifiers. He should  have been more careful w hen 
interpreting even the  well-known because m iscom m unication occurs 
as a  resu lt of h is laxity. “The Phantom  Rickshaw” show s how 
familiar signifiers can become unknowable. The narra to r of th is 
sto iy  claim s th a t India is inherently  more knowable th an  Britain 
while revealing the  reasons for Ja ck  Pansay’s m ental breakdown and 
death . This ghost stoiy  exemplifies Kipling’s dem onstration  th a t  the
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world, even th e  world of the British civil service in India, is extremely 
com plicated, m uch  more complex th an  the British are willing to 
believe. W hen Pansay clings to sim plistic assum ptions ab o u t Mrs. 
W essington, he underm ines his hum anity. In fact, th e  hu m an  mind 
is so complex th a t Pansay cannot even understand  his own, m uch 
less hers.
The narra to r who begins th is story was a  close friend of the 
late Pansay. However, he seem s to  have learned little from Pansay’s 
m iserable end. He refuses to question his sta tem en t th a t  India is 
innately  knowable. Even though he believes in the transparency  of 
India, his own assertion  actually delineates the subcon tinen t’s 
unknowability. The narra to r’s portion of the sto iy  begins with the 
following paragraph:
One of the few advantages th a t India has over England is a 
g reat Knowability. After five years’ service a  m an  is directly 
or indirectly acquainted with the  two or th ree  hundred  
Civilians in his Province, all the Messes of ten  or twelve 
Regiments and Batteries, and some fifteen h u ndred  other 
people of the non- official caste. In ten  years h is knowledge 
should  be doubled, and a t the end of tw enly he knows, or 
knows som ething about, every Englishm an in the  Empire, 
and  m ay travel anywhere and everywhere w ithout paying 
hotel bills. (WWW  155)
The narra to r’s  words even contradict them selves in these  opening 
lines. His claim  of India’s knowability is underm ined in the  next
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sentence: th is  great knowledge is only a  passing acquaintance. 
F urther, “knowing som ething abou t” does not constitu te g reat 
knowledge. It does show, however, how superficially the British 
un derstand  each other, even after twenty years’ service. If they  know 
so little ab o u t each other, they certainly cannot know m uch abou t 
India, or anything else.
The British characters first begin to m isinterpret them selves 
an d  each o ther when Pansay and  Mrs. W essington believe th a t they 
fall in love. During their boat trip  back home to India, the  two 
become intim ate. Rather, Mrs. W essington falls in love while Pansay 
enjoys a  season  of adulterous indulgence a t her expense. Once he 
tires of th is pleasure, he tells her th a t he is “sick of her presence, 
tired of her com pany, and weary of the sound of her voice" (WWW 
158). Although he has known th is wom an on the m ost intim ate of 
term s, he does not understand her to any great depth. A rom antic or 
sexual relationship, despite the  “closeness” required, rem ains 
founded upon external contact with the  other; they never reach an 
understand ing  of each other’s m ental processes. Pansay 
unrealistically  assum es that carnal knowledge, “knowing” a  partner 
in the  biblical sense, can be equated with understanding ano ther’s 
mind.
Pansay’s lack of knowledge m akes all his assertions 
questionable. He believes him self to  have a  complete understanding  
of women. He is su ch  an au thority  in his own m ind th a t he finds he 
can  m ake sweeping generalities concerning the opposite sex: “Ninety-
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nine women out of a  hundred  would have wearied of me a s  I wearied 
of them ; seventy-five of th a t num ber would have prom ptly avenged 
them selves by active and obtrusive flirtation with o ther m en” (WWW 
158). The reader sees in Pansay’s own words th a t h is tru s t  in the 
knowability of o thers is unfounded. His knowledge of both  himself 
and  Mrs. W essington is faulty. If h is understanding  of women is as 
great a s  he claims, he would have realized th a t she  w as no t one of 
the  ninety-nine women in h is hypothetical category. From  the sta rt 
of the ir relationship, Pansay h as understood neither him self nor her; 
otherwise, he would not have claimed th a t “she and  I were 
desperately  and unreasoningly in love with one ano ther” (WWW 158). 
Similarly, Mrs. W essington believes Pansay sn u b s her because of 
som ething she has done. She repeatedly u tters the  refrain, “It’s some 
hideous m istake, I’m  sure. Please forgive me, Ja c k ” (cf. WWW 162). 
She fails to  realize th a t his lack of em pathy and  fear of being honest 
w ith h e r are w hat cause him to  behave in a  m anifestly vile m anner.
T hat Pansay has only a  tenuous understanding  of h is own 
m ind becomes apparen t when Mrs. W essington pines away and dies 
after he rejects her. Inconsolable guilt, which he refuses to 
acknowledge until upon his death-bed, replaces the  unm itigated 
hatred  w hich he felt a t the tim e he spurned  her. Even his 
engagem ent to the graceful Kitty M annering cannot dim th e  remorse 
he feels for being the cause of his former lover’s  death . At th is point 
the “unu tterab ly  m ean h o un d ” (WWW 160), as he calls himself, 
begins to  hallucinate, seeing the  dead Mrs. W essington an d  her
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“phantom  rickshaw ” a t every tu rn . His m ental breakdown, caused by 
the guilt he feels b u t steadfastly refuses to acknowledge, is so rapid 
th a t he dies shortly  after h is engagem ent with Kitty.
O ther charac ters see the degeneration of Pansay’s m ind, bu t 
they a ttribu te  it to  delirium  trem ens or overwork. These theories 
further em phasize how little the British understand  the ir own people 
or their own m inds. Pansay has never touched a  drop of alcohol in 
his life, a  fact w ith which all the Sim la people are familiar. The 
ridiculousness of blam ing the  deterioration of h is m ind on drink is 
immediately ap p aren t even to those who propose such  an  
explanation. Similarly, Dr. Heatherlegh’s diagnoses of overwork and 
undigested food fail to  recognize th a t Pansay’s problem s do not stem  
from indigestion. The doctor, with h is m isdiagnosis of Pansay’s 
m ental disorder, sta tes , “Man, I certify to your m ental cure, and 
th a t’s as m uch as to  say  I’ve cured m ost of your bodily ailm ents” 
(WWW 169). Pansay  h as been on a  vacation of several m onths; 
therefore, he realizes th a t the  condition of his m ind h as  nothing to 
do with overwork or food. However, he does not realize th a t his 
problem resides in his guilt. The apparition con tinues to h au n t him 
and reappears only m inutes after h is supposed cure. The 
fundam ental unknow ability of the hum an m ind, even by a  physician, 
reinforces the absurd ity  of the claim of “India’s great knowability,” or 
even Britain’s g reat knowability. Since all of the  people in th is story 
are British and  in tim ate with their own culture, these  characters 
believe th a t their though ts and  motives are transp aren t. This is not
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the  case because correct interpretation is no t autom atic, even when 
one sh ares  th e  background of another. The inability to  em pathize 
m akes seeing th e  world through another’s eyes impossible.
Since it is im possible for any individual or group to  understand  
its own cu ltu re  completely, the British should  be even less confident 
about com prehending Indian cultures. Their m isconceptions allow 
natives to subvert and  revise aspects of E uropean culture. “Gemini,” 
an  In Black and White story which deals directly with legal m atters, 
reveals how Indians can completely disable the foreign institu tion  of 
British justice. While the  British believe th a t their legal system  
works well enough to be imposed on the population of the 
subcontinent, Kipling’s epigraph, a  native proverb, discredits W estern 
conceptions of justice. The epigraph, “G reat is the justice  of the 
White M an—greater the power of a  lie” (ST 117), indicates th a t to 
work a t all, a  W estern court m ust assum e th a t everything said is 
true.
The speaker in “Gemini,” D urga D ass, in stru c ts  a  Sahib in 
m atters of ju stice . He wishes th a t the S ahib  would inform other 
w hites how ju stice  has been m iscarried in a  recent court case. Durga 
D ass inform s th e  Sahib th a t he has been wrongfully beaten by men 
who owed h is identical twin brother money. The m en attacked him 
because they believed him  to be his brother, Ram D ass. In order to 
receive justice  from the English court system , he decided to 
“purchase w itnesses by the  score” (ST 120). None of these 
“w itnesses” w as actually present nor did they  know anything about
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the circum stances to which they  were to testify. However, each m an 
would give evidence th a t the landholder had se t his servan ts on 
D ass. They would also testify th a t these servants had beaten and 
robbed him  of two hundred rupees. The people understand  th a t to 
receive ju stice  through the British courts, they m ust have w itnesses. 
D urga D ass. because he has been wrongfully beaten, believed th a t he 
w as entitled to  reparation. Therefore, he intended to buy w itnesses 
who would testify th a t he was beaten and  robbed—although he was 
not robbed nor was the landholder directly responsible. Believing 
th a t 200 rupees was a  fair and ju s t  settlem ent, he decided to have his 
w itnesses claim th a t th is am ount was taken  from him during  his 
beating.
Discovering th a t his b rother p lans to go to court over th is 
grievance, Ram Dass drugs D urga and goes ahead with the  law suit 
himself. He pretends th a t the beating happened to him. Because of 
the  testim ony of the “w itnesses” whom D urga D ass had  intended to 
purchase, Ram Dass is awarded “both the  five hundred  rupees th a t 
[the landlord] robbed from Ram D ass and  yet o ther five hundred  
rupees because of the great injury [the landlord] did [by beating Ram 
D ass]” (ST 121). D urga D ass’s  own w itnesses disbelieve his story 
th a t the  beating happened to him  and  sta te  th a t his bro ther wound 
up  m aking 800 rupees more th an  D urga him self had planned. 
Although m any of the w itnesses cannot rem em ber the exact am ount 
they testified as having been stolen, they deny any possibility of
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D urga’s having been beaten because the  landholder had  no quarrel 
w ith him.
Since the dispute h as already been litigated, D urga has no 
more recourse to the British court system . As he says, ‘T he  Justice  
of the  English is as a  great river. Having gone forward, it does not 
re tu rn ” (ST  124). He begs the Sahib  to whom he is speaking to write 
down everything th a t he has said so th a t the res t of th e  English will 
u n d e rs tan d  how faulty their courts and  assum ptions are. A W estern 
court cannot operate in a  non-W estern culture because values and 
ideals are not compatible. D urga is correct in h is evaluation th a t 
concepts of justice are culture-specific; Geertz also explains th a t 
“[law] w orks by the light of local knowledge” (Local Knowledge 167). 
The Indians, because they th ink  they understand  how th e  British 
court system  works, m ust find “w itnesses” to perjure testim ony so 
th a t ju stice  can be served. Unfortunately, the British system , 
th rough  its m isreading of litigants, also allows unscrupu lous types 
like Ram  D ass to benefit wrongly. C ultures with different traditions 
paralyze W estern conceptions of justice. W estern ideals are even less 
ap t to  work once they are taken  out of the cu ltu ra l context which 
gave them  birth. Having imposed a  foreign justice  system  upon 
India, th e  British have destroyed any possibility for justice, and have 
tied th e ir own hands.
In the  Phantom Rickshaw ghost story, “My Own True G host 
Story,” Kipling provides a  way to understand  one’s  su rroundings 
w ithout becoming too sim plistic or otherwise m isreading a  text. The
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au th o r show s how seeking ou t inform ation m akes the m ysterious 
become m undane, knowable. “My Own True G host S toiy” begins 
with a  catalogue of possible ghosts to be encountered in India. The 
n arra to r is careful to  explain th a t belief in ghosts, or certain  k inds of 
ghosts, is culturally  specific. While the people believe in native 
ghosts, they do not ap p ear to or a ttack  Sahibs (WWW 178). The 
British do not see native ghosts because they do not believe in them . 
However, these sam e Englishm en do give credence to the possibility 
of E uropean specters. The n arra to r explains th a t “every o ther 
S tation  owns a  ghost,” which shows how w idespread th is 
superstition  is in ru ling circles.
True to form, Kipling m akes su re  th a t there is no ghost in  th is 
ghost stoiy. However, the  terro r the narra to r feels is real. He 
believes he hears the  reputed  pool-playing ghosts of th e  dak- 
bungalow in th e  room next door. B ut Kipling’s point is th a t only 
ignorance of oneself an d  one’s su rroundings can inspire su ch  m ental 
delusions as  those of the  n arra to r in th is story and  Pansay  in “The 
Phantom  Rickshaw.” Had Pansay  explored his feelings of guilt in the 
sam e way the  n arra to r of “My Own True G host S to iy” scrutin izes his 
surroundings, he would have realized the  tricks th a t h is m ind w as 
playing on him.
Once the n arra to r allows his ignorance free reign, he passes 
the  night in complete te rro r a t the  veiy thought th a t “the [ghostly 
pool] players m ight w ant a  m arker” (WWW 183). Unlike Pansay, 
however, th is n arra to r realizes th a t he is ignorant of m any th ings in
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his environm ent and  th a t th is causes an  “unfo rtunate  credulity.”
This understanding  of him self allows the  m an to seek ou t the  real 
reason why he heard the  ghostly players in the adjacent bedroom. By 
attem pting to explain th e  unexplainable, the  n arra to r finds th a t 
w hat ignorance h as painted as  su p ern atu ra l and ghostly is really as 
m undane a s  a  ra t runn ing  along a  curtain .
By m aking “My Own True G host Story” and  ‘T he  Phantom  
Rickshaw” th e  only two stories in the  book th a t deal w ith the 
supernatu ral, Kipling show s the  reader th a t the answ er to the 
m ystery of “The Phantom  Rickshaw” is as  commonplace as  an  over- 
credulous, ignorant, and  guilt-ridden m ind. “My Own True Ghost 
Story” belittles a  Pansay-1ype character, and  by extension, any other 
character who responds to the unfam iliar w ithout m onitoring 
simplistic cu ltu ra l assum ptions. While Pansay is a  bad reader of his 
environm ent because he fails to com prehend his own m ind and  its 
predispositions, Kipling’s narra to r in the second Phantom Rickshaw 
story represents the type of reader who is sensitive enough to 
recognize h is own prejudice and  seek ou t new  inform ation in an  
effort to in terpret correctly.
Kipling often explicitly denounces the ineptitude of th e  British 
in th e  Indian subcontinent. These indictm ents alm ost uniformly 
relate to  the unwillingness of the English to u n derstan d  the cu ltures 
of those they attem pted to govern. The character who fails to  acquire 
adequate knowledge of the  text is guilty of the sam e blindness. 
Through his use of bad and  good readers of o ther cu ltures, Kipling
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shows th a t people m u st realize the  lim itations of th e ir own world­
view w hen dealing with “the other.” Readers who acknowledge th a t 
their own assum ptions are not absolutes can m ake m ore appropriate 
judgm ents concerning texts. Because the text estab lishes its own 
rights, the  text itself judges the reader who m isjudges it.
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Chapter Two
Disrespectful Characters and Authorial Retribution
If there is one thing a  reader can  coun t on in Kipling’s 
writings, it is th e  punishm ent of transgressors. The conclusion of 
“Kaa’s H unting” defines th is theme: “sorrow  never stays punishm ent 
. . . [and] pun ishm ent settles all scores” (JB 45-6). Implicit in th is 
concept of ju stice  is the swiftness of retribution. While the Law of 
the Jung le  is om nipotent and om nipresent in the anim al world of The 
Jungle Books, in the  hum an world a  parallel for th is swift and  
irrevocable ju stice  exists for in ter-cultural discourse. Kipling 
explains in th e  Preface to Life’s Handicap th a t the root problem of 
in ter-cu ltu ral d iscourse is th a t “the English do not th ink  as  natives 
do,” so E ast and  West stare  “a t each other hopelessly across great 
gulfs of m iscom prehension” (6). Because the British are in ano ther 
peoples’ land, the  interlopers m u st learn to in terpret and to conform 
to Indian  sensibilities. When a  charac ter is confronted with ano ther 
cu lture in  Kipling’s work, violation of the established order spells 
self-destruction.
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B ecause he was aware th a t Britain w as too often in to lerant of 
different points of view, Kipling peppers his stories with English 
characters who disparage Indians or their culture. These characters 
are always portrayed negatively, and their racial bigotry m akes them  
unpalatable. These British, wittingly or unwittingly, infringe on 
native cu ltu ra l principles through ignorance and  malice. W esterners 
who en te r th e  subcon tinen t with an  inflated sense  of the ir cultural 
superiority  and  refuse to “read” the native w ithout the  blinders of 
their own assu m p tio n s invite disaster. While it is im possible to 
reach a  completely “tru e” in terpretation, Eco s ta te s  th a t it is possible 
to “ascerta in  which in terpretations are the ‘best ones’” (60). Because 
“eveiy em pirical reading is always an  unpredictable m ixture of both 
[interpretation and  m isreading]” (62), the  critique which m ost closely 
allies itself to  the  rights of the text is more correct th an  one which 
simply “b ea ts” tex ts into subm ission or “u ses” them  for purposes 
outside the  param eters they se t up.
Although Kipling, both narratively and ideologically, condem ns 
W estern m isreaders, in all likelihood he did not u n derstand  all the 
ram ifications of B ritish  im perialism  in the subcontinent. Indeed, 
until m ost of the  colonies were freed, it w as difficult to  separate 
parliam entary  rhetoric from the actual s ta te  of affairs. Marvin Harris 
and  Eric Ross’s Death, Sex, and Fertility show s th a t  W estern 
dom ination created  the  problem s which the em pire officially sought 
to elim inate. Through im perialism ’s long history, the  gradual 
changes in agriculture from subsistence to cash  crop cultivation
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increased  social stratification and  the incidence of famine (142). 
While Kipling repeatedly a ttacks the m ercantilism  which promoted 
th is  horrific situation, he lauds the  rhetoric of service with which 
th is  sam e m ercantilism  justified itself. Apparently, he was not able 
or chose no t to see the fundam ental contradiction. He unwittingly 
aided the type of im perialism  he despised by adopting its self­
justifica tion .
However, unlike the Imperial Governm ent and  the  commercial 
in terests which were destroying the country  they  claimed to be 
helping, Kipling does believe th a t B ritain could aid India if Britons 
understood the  people whom they are supposed  to assist. In order to 
dem onstra te  his enm ity for those charac ters who breach his “service” 
contract, Kipling chastises violators of th is  code. The two types of 
infraction are maliciously destroying those aspects of native culture 
with which one disagrees, and  ignoring th e  necessity to learn about 
an d  u n derstand  the people. Kipling proclaim s the la tte r the greater 
sin; if one knows enough abou t a  sub ject to  hate  it, su ch  a  situation  
is better them knowing absolutely nothing. Kipling’s  trea tm en t of the 
in terplay between Christianity and  Indian religions, his em phasis on 
respecting o ther belief system s, and  th e  need in h is fiction to  acquire 
knowledge of other cu ltures to in teract successfully in a  poly- 
cu ltu ra l setting  exhibit his deep respect for non-W estern peoples. 
C haracters who denigrate w hat Indians hold sacred  or ignore the 
power of India suffer.
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In “Lispeth” the agents of malicious destruction  are  C hristian  
m issionaries. The Chaplain of Kotgarh and his wife, both 
significantly nam eless, a ttem pt to Christianize Lispeth, an  adopted, 
completely anglicized hill girl. To the m issionaries in th is  story, 
however, Christianity is nothing more th an  class-consciousness, 
intended to keep the hill-people "in their place” because Englishm en 
are “of a  superior clay” (PT 10-11). The chaplain’s wife allows, and  
even encourages, the rak ish  Englishm an to lead on the  young 
Lispeth. However, C hristian  class-consciousness condem ns Lispeth 
for having “uncivilized E astern  instincts, su ch  as falling in love a t 
first sight” (PT 9). When Lispeth announces her love for the 
Englishm an, “the Chaplain’s wife shrieked with horror” (PT 8). 
“Lispeth,” like m ost Kipling stories dealing with religion, seeks to 
expose “n ineteenth-century  Evangelical Christianity” by challenging 
“the proselytizing, educational and  philanthropic motives of C hurch 
M issions” (Kemp 85). Kipling finds th a t C hristianity is 
fundam entally untrustw orthy, an  agent which seeks to  “wipe ou t” 
w hat it sees a s  “uncivilized E astern  instincts” (PT 9).
Christianity in “Lispeth” seeks not enlightenm ent for the  hill- 
people, bu t further subjugation. Missionaries disregard the people’s 
w ants and attem pt to  underm ine Indians’ ability to choose the ir own 
destinies, as the  chaplain’s  wife tries to force Lispeth to  serve the 
English in Sim la (PT 8). Lispeth, to the ire of the chap lain ’s wife, 
rejects proposals for keeping her in a  subject position. These self­
assertions earn her the  label “savage” (PT 9) from the  British. The
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m issionaries’ indifference to Lispeth’s  beliefs and  feelings eventually 
causes Lispeth to degenerate into a  d runkard  and a  “bleared, 
wrinkled creature, exactly like a  wisp of charred rag” (FT 11). Far 
from saving the benighted heathen , Christianity dam ns th is sensitive 
and  principled girl.
After the chaplain’s wife pronounces th a t “Lispeth w as always 
a t h ea rt an  infidel,” th e  n arra to r of the  story passes judgm ent on th is 
m issionary: “Seeing [Lispeth] had  been taken  into the C hurch of 
England a t the m ature age of five weeks, th is sta tem ent does no t do 
credit to  the  Chaplain’s wife” (FT 11). For Kipling, racism  is the  sole 
motivating factor for m issionaries and  other English who hold views 
which place native people in the  lowest tier of a  W estern class 
system . The narrato r’s  pointed com m ent on the chaplain’s wife 
illustra tes th a t she endorses a  class system  based on race ra th e r 
th an  the concept of equality in the eyes of God. Despite the  fact th a t 
Lispeth is from birth more "C hristian” th an  her m entors, th is 
m issionary denies salvation to Lispeth in both th is world and  the 
next. The girl has been and always will be a  heathen  in m issionary 
eyes—capable of only som ething as  “genteel” (FT 8) as becoming a  
nurse. C haracters with these a ttitudes maliciously attem pt to 
belittle and  destroy native cu lture.
Since she is a  bigot, the  chaplain’s wife labels Lispeth "savage,” 
“heathen ,” and  “barbarous” because the girl does not understand  
th a t C hristians lie, or a t the least, conceal th e  tru th  for expediency’s 
sake. Expecting honesty from a  m an because he is a  C hristian  is
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Lispeth’s  downfall. She believes C hristians will be as tru th fu l a s  she 
is. Unfortunately, they  fail to  see anything adm irable in  her candor. 
When Lispeth declares th a t she loves the Englishm an and  w ants to 
m an y  him, such  “indelicate folly” [PT 10) receives laughter and  
condem nation from the  British. Instead of rebuking him  for 
deceiving Lispeth, th e  chaplain’s wife, “being a  good C hristian ,” 
counsels the English rake to “tell Lispeth th a t he was coming back to 
m an y  h er” (PT 10) even though th is is an  outright falsehood.
Lispeth’s  integrity an d  sincerity become the sport of the English in 
the story. They wail abou t her savage emotions, laugh a t  her 
feelings, and  dism iss her from their m inds.
While the English C hristians decline to recognize the  value of 
Lispeth’s honesty, the ir callous disregard for their own m oral code 
shows the  young woman the true  n a tu re  of her benefactors. In shock 
she leaves the m ission and, upon returning  in native garb, exclaims 
to her guard ians, “You are all liars, you English” (PT 11). Not 
wishing to continue living with C hristian  duplicity, L ispeth re tu rn s  
to the hill-people who do not hold double standards. Even though a 
Christian since birth , she rejects th is  creed in favor of th e  ancestra l 
religion of her people; she declares herself to  be “the servan t of [the 
goddess] Tarka Devi” (PT 11).
“Lispeth” is certainly a  scath ing com m entary on th e  a ttitudes 
of the C hristian  m issionaries in the Em pire who, a s  in the  epigram, 
“have ca s t out Love [with a] cold C hrist and  tangled Trinities” (PT 7). 
However, the story is more th an  an  expos6 of religious hypocrisy.
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“Lispeth” reflects a  trend  in Kipling’s Indian fiction which discloses 
the  au th o r’s dissatisfaction with ignorant W esterners who would 
denigrate India and  its people.
J u s t  a s  the chaplain’s wife’s class-consciousness th roughout 
“Lispeth” indicates a  deep-seated ambivalence for the  fates of Indian 
people, so  does Fleete, in ‘T he Mark of the B east,” express sim ilar 
d isdain  for Indian  cu lture and  religion. Although the  n arra to r of 
“The M ark of the B east” describes Fleete as  a  “genial and  inoffensive 
m an ” (LH  178), these  tra its only apply when he is in the com pany of 
o ther B ritons. The narra to r adm its, even before he and  Strickland, 
the  celebrated police officer, escort Fleete th rough a  bazaar, th a t 
Fleete’s  “knowledge of natives was, of course, lim ited” [LH  178). 
Fleete also continually com plains of his inability to  com prehend the 
Indians, even though he has never attem pted to u n derstan d  them . 
From  Fleete’s  perspective, the natives are a t fault for not being more 
English, and  therefore, more understandable.
Fleete does not understand  the people because he is not in 
India from altru istic  motives. It is not th a t he canno t understand ; 
he will not. He has come to m ake money, which for Kipling, equals 
con tinen t raping, not the  service-oriented im perialism  described in 
“L’Envoi.” Therefore, when th e  narra to r says th a t Fleete cam e to 
India to “finance [his properties]” [LH  178), it is a  signal th a t  Fleete’s 
ch arac ter is b an k ru p t even if his pockets are not. The com pany with 
which Fleete celebrates the New Year reinforces how ou t of place he 
is in India. The m en with whom he drinks are those who have seen
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th e ir fellows decim ated by disease and  overwork. While they are life­
tim e servan ts of India. Fleete, a  conspicuously flat character, is a  
newcomer who sees money where others see people in need of the 
basic necessities of life.
Fleete is different from the  “lifers” in ano ther significant way. 
While servant-im perialists like the  narra to r respect native cu ltu re 
an d  religion, Fleete, a s  an  in tolerant British C hristian, mocks 
H induism  and  desecrates a  shrine dedicated to H anum an. The 
d ru n ken  Briton grinds “the ashes of his cigar-butt in to  the forehead 
of th e  red stone image of H anum an” and  adm ires the “m ark  of the  
b east” he h as placed there (LH  179). This action, the n arra to r 
carefully explains, is an  exact violation of “a  section of the Indian 
Penal Code” (LH  181). Through the narrator, Kipling, as  a r tis t and  
as  hu m an  being, carefully distances him self from the ignom inious 
Fleete. M arghanita Laski, one of Kipling’s biographers, explains why 
Kipling rem ains so detached from th is type of character: actions like 
Fleete’s  in H anum an’s temple are personally abhorrent to him  (37). 
Nothing could be more offensive to the au th o r him self th an  defacing 
a  H indu shrine. The governm ent realizes th a t not all the im ported 
Englishm en would be ideal for the  pluralistic conditions in  India 
and , backing Kipling’s  attitude, has penalty in force for those who 
fail to  m onitor grossly inappropriate responses to indigenous religion. 
The colonial governm ent in Kipling’s stories, as well a s  charac ters 
like th e  n a rra to r and  Strickland, understands the im portance of 
m aintaining respect for th e  native people and  their beliefs.
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Before Fleete d ism ounts from the image of the  monkey-god, a  
leprous “Silver M an” cu rses him  with his own m ark of the  beast. The 
clearer-headed b u t angry Strickland, assisted  by the narrator, drags 
Fleete from the  tem ple. Fleete’s punishm ent is appropriate to his 
crime. As the  leper’s curse begins to work, Fleete’s personality and 
habits become anim alistic. Eventually, he walks on all fours and 
howls a t th e  moon. The leper’s curse literally tu rn s  him  into a  beast, 
representing h is rabid  and  wolf-like attitude tow ard native culture. 
While Lispeth is virtually powerless to pun ish  the m alignant 
m issionaries, India itself, th rough H anum an’s curse, is sufficiently 
potent to p u n ish  the  wayward Fleete. Im perialists whose only aim is 
personal profit cannot understand  or respect the people and  culture 
they are supposed  to serve. Fleete provides an  example and a  
w arning for any  o thers of his nature, which is the reason  the priests 
of H anum an allow him, Strickland, and  the n arra to r to leave 
otherwise unm olested.
While “The Mark of the  Beast” s tresses the punishm ent 
wayward charac ters receive for deprecating native people’s  beliefs, 
ano ther concern of the story lies in the in terplay between 
C hristianity  an d  other religions. Contrary to contem porary opinions 
back Home in England, Kipling’s stories illustra te  the power of 
Indian religions. Despite the  fact th a t W estern C hristians continued 
to view o ther creeds as frauds and  fairy tales, Kipling’s stories 
em phasize the  reality of the Gods. (Since Kipling alm ost uniformly 
capitalizes “gods,” disregarding standard  conventions, th is  study
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m ain ta ins the capitalization In Im itation of th e  au th o r and  his 
respect for non-C hristian  religion.) N on-Christians are not heathens 
to Kipling; they are the  ones who understand  the world. Cockshut 
also notices th is tendency in Kipling’s writing. He recognizes th a t 
“[t]he idolator gets more favourable treatm en t from Kipling th an  from 
alm ost any other w riter of his tim e” because th e  au th o r has a  deep 
“contem pt for those who dism iss the  idol as powerless, and  persist in 
being too ‘reasonable’ in a  world full of dark  an d  terrible m ysteries” 
(LH xxii). C haracters like Fleete are severely punished  for their 
transgressions, not sim ply because they offend the religious 
sensibilities of the native peoples, bu t because they tam per with 
powers of which they have no conception.
Kipling does not imply th a t every unexplainable phenom enon 
in the Indian world is su p ern a tu ra l, however. He recognizes that, 
ju s t  as there are m any ch arla tan s in Christianity, im postors exist in 
o ther religions as well. A case in point is the  elaborate hoax of D ana 
Da in the In Black and White story ‘T he Sending of D ana D a” (ST). 
Kipling ridicules the over-credulous Englishm en and  even calls them  
m em bers of “the Tea-cup religion of the Sim la Creed” (ST 145). 
Nevertheless, Kipling never questions the reality of the  Gods. He 
derides all W esterners who fail to come to term s with E astern  
religions because true  tolerance can  only come with m u tua l 
understanding. While Fleete undergoes pun ishm en t for lightly 
dism issing the Gods, th e  equally ignorant am ateu r religious scholars
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of the  Sim la Creed fall under censure not because they  disbelieve bu t 
because they believe w ithout understanding.
By placing a  proverb a t the beginning of the “M ark of the 
B east,” “Your Gods and  my Gods—do you or I know which are  the 
stronger?” (LH 178), Kipling illustra tes th a t  conviction in one’s own 
faith does not establish its efficacy over o ther religions. The only way 
to determ ine the streng th  of one religion against an o th er is to  test 
them  both. However, since th is epigraph is a  native proverb, a  
Geertzian reading indicates th a t Christianity is implicitly called into 
question. In Fleete’s case, Christianity fails m iserably. For the 
narra to r of “Mark of th e  B east,” however, there can be no doubt 
abou t the  reality of Hindu Gods. He begins the sto iy  by describing 
the feelings of some W esterners:
E ast of Suez, some hold, the direct control of Providence 
ceases; Man being there handed over to th e  power of the 
Gods and  Devils of Asia, and  the C hurch of England 
Providence only exercizing an  occasional an d  modified 
supervision in the case of Englishm en. (LH 178)
Religions, th u s, have a  kind of “sphere of influence” for 
Kipling—not the universality which C hristianity claim s. A religion 
only h as  its power w hen situated  in a  com patible cu ltu ra l setting. 
Kipling later em phasizes th is viewpoint in Kim w hen the  S ah iba and 
M ahbub Ali come to the  sam e religious conclusion. M ahbub says 
th a t “Faiths are like th e  horses. Each has m erit in its  own country”
(Kim 144). Likewise, th e  Sahiba explains th a t when sh e  “remembered
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[her] own Gods [her] prayers were heard” (Kim 69). The n arra to r of 
“The M ark of the B east” holds th is opinion and sta tes th a t  he 
believes th e  local power of religions m ay “explain [his] story” (LH 178) 
ab o u t Fleete. The C hristian God has nothing to do with Fleete’s 
ultim ate salvation. Only Strickland, who u n derstan d s the  n a tu re  of 
H indu curses, can  stop  Fleete’s  downward spiral into bestiali1y-and 
even then , he m ust resort to  violence an d  tortu re so cruel th a t the 
n arra to r refuses to describe it: ‘T his p art is not to be p rin ted” (LH  
189). The narra to r implies by th is s ta tem en t tha t, w henever a  reader 
fails to in terp ret correctly, m isreading which “to rtu res” the text 
ensues. Though S trickland’s familiarity with H indu texts is 
unparalleled in the British world, even he ultim ately succum bs to 
using  the  text for his own purposes.
Unfortunately, Fleete, so worried abou t m aking m oney th a t he 
h as never bothered to learn anything su b stan tia l abou t India, rejects 
the idea th a t H induism  has any value. True service-oriented Britons 
like the  narrator, however, seek to understand  native cu ltu re  to be 
to lerant, even accepting, of Indian beliefs:
H anum an, the Monkey-god [is] a  leading divinity worthy of 
respect. All gods have good points, ju s t  a s  have all priests. 
Personally, I a ttach  m uch im portance to H anum an, and  am 
kind to his people . . . One never knows when one may 
w ant a  friend. (LH  179)
This acceptance of o ther religions, along with the text of the  story, 
adds force to  the necessity of m aintaining an  ecum enical outlook
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toward religions. The satiric concluding sentence em phasizes the 
close-m indedness of individuals like Fleete: “[I]t is well know n to 
every right-m inded m an th a t the Gods of the heathen  are stone and  
brass, and  any attem pt to deal with them  otherwise is ju stly  
condem ned” (LH  191). In fact, the evidence of other-worldly forces far 
outweighs the  d ism issal of “heathen” Gods, as the  narra to r’s refrain 
indicates: ‘“There are more things [in heaven and earth  . . . th an  are 
d ream t of in your philosophy]” (LH  190).
S trickland h a tes th is phrase and says th a t it has been “worn 
th readbare” because he wishes to disbelieve w hat he has seen happen 
to Fleete. However, he cannot m istru st his own eyes and continues 
to th ink  about the  incident for years. It is even S trickland’s 
suggestion, says the narrator, th a t the stoiy  be written down for 
observation by the British public. Thus, the narra to r and Strickland 
wish the W est to un derstan d  th a t it h as  a  great deal to learn  about 
o ther cultures. The incident represents a  vital lesson for Strickland 
because until th is point he has assum ed th a t cu ltures are easy to 
read. It tu rn s  out th a t they are easy to m isread bu t very difficult to 
interpret.
Fleete’s m ajor breech of conduct may condem n him  to an 
incredibly unp leasan t experience, b u t Kipling shows in “The Return 
of Im ray,” ano ther S trickland stoiy, th a t even ignorance w ithout 
malice can  ru in  a  Briton unfam iliar with native culture. Imray 
suffers a  m uch worse fate th an  Fleete, even though he is innocent of 
any intention  to dam age or in su lt India. Strickland, “a m an who
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understands th ings” (LH 197), is never overly anxious to  adm it 
unqualified virtue in anyone. Yet, even he describes Im ray as 
“guileless and  inoffensive” (LH 200). The police officer, however, feels 
little sym pathy for the m urdered Imray who com m itted th e  capital 
crime of failing to learn about India: “Imray m ade a  m istake. Simply 
and solely through not knowing th e  n a tu re  of the  O riental” (LH 203). 
Like Mowgli in “Kaa’s H unting,” Im ray violated one of the  basic 
tenets of the society which he was supposed to serve, and  ignorance 
is no defense. Ignorance itself is the  offense.
Although finding Imray’s body and  discovering the  reason for 
his death  shock the  narrator, S trickland is not surprised . The 
m urderer, B ahadur Khan, explains in a  conversation with S trickland 
th a t he killed Im ray because he cursed his son with the evil eye. This 
type of curse actually has nothing to do with eyes or seeing. The evil 
eye operates like a  jinx. When som eone unwisely com plim ents 
another, the Gods become jealous and  revenge them selves upon the 
flattered person. Imray, not realizing th a t Indians fear com plim ents 
because of the  Gods’ envy, casts the  evil eye upon one of h is servant’s 
children. By seeing w hat he should not, Imray m isreads the  boy and 
destroys him, hence, the “evil eye” of m isinterpretation. Khan 
explains th a t th is is reason enough for killing the  perpetrator, Imray: 
‘Walking am ong us, his servants, he cast his eyes upon 
my child, who was four years old. Him he bewitched, and 
in ten  days he died of the  fever—my child!’
‘W hat said Imray Sahib?’
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‘He said he was a  handsom e child, and  patted  him  on 
the head; wherefore my child died. Wherefore I killed Imray 
S ahib  in th e  tw ilight.’ (LH  201-202)
Strickland does not believe in the evil eye. However, he recognizes 
th a t m any in Indian cu ltu re hold it to  be fact. A lthough Strickland 
m u st arrest B ahadur Khan for m urder, he u n d e rs tan d s and 
sym pathizes with him. Instead of reproving or condem ning the 
m urderer for h is crime he sta tes th a t Khan should  “have lashed him 
to the  beam  with a  rope” (LH  202). For S trickland and  for B ahadur 
Khan, Imray was more a t fault th an  h is own m urderer.
When Imray disappeared, everyone believed th a t  he secretly left 
the country for some dark  personal reason which no one had ever 
been able to uncover: “[wjithout warning, for no conceivable motive, 
in h is youth, a t the threshold of his career he chose to d isappear 
from the world” (LH  192). After brief b u t unfruitfu l speculation as to 
the reason for h is leaving and  of his p resen t w hereabouts, “the great 
Indian Empire swept forward” and  Imray “[was forgotten] u tterly” (LH 
193). M onths pass and Strickland ren ts  Im ray’s  form er bungalow.
He notices both Tietjens’s abnorm al behavior and  the  odd noises 
around  the house. Unable to figure ou t w hat these  m ean, Strickland 
decides to wait to  see if any o ther “clues” surface. The situation  
rem ains unchanged until one day, in the  presence of the  narrator, he 
notices several snakes wiggling ou t from th e  ceiling-cloth. Disgusted 
a t having serpen ts overhead, S trickland tea rs down th e  cloth, and 
discovers w hat appears to be a  “buffalo . . . lying on the  m ain roof-
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beam ” am ong nests “for owls and  serpen ts” (LH  198). Upon closer 
observation, S trickland realizes th a t the buffalo is the  m urdered 
Imray.
Kipling associates Im ray with anim als because beasts have an 
allegorical significance in both  W estern and  Indian cu ltures. 
S trickland describes Imray a s  a  buffalo because, while he may have 
been inoffensive and  gentle, he was stupid . He dies as a  direct result 
of his ignorance not only of India bu t also of those who sh are  his 
home. Since his body is found between two m anifestations of 
wisdom, the  owl and  the serpent, Imray’s stup id  buffalo-nature is his 
downfall; he can only be educated through his death. Had Imray 
known enough to follow its example, the  owl would have shown him 
the im portance of seeking to understand  his surroundings.
Likewise, Imray was unable to see the im portance of identifying 
with the  snake. The narra to r draws attention  to the serpen t because 
it is th e  key to “The Return of Im ray.” He explains th a t “if you look 
into the  eyes of any snake you will see th a t it knows all and  more of 
the m ystery of m an’s fall, an d  th a t it feels all the  contem pt th a t the 
Devil felt w hen Adam was evicted from Eden” (LH  197-98). In both 
G enesis an d  “The Return of Imray” the  characters die because they 
transg ress a  law. While Adam and Eve fall as a  resu lt of lifting their 
ignorance, Im ray dies because he sees no need to enlighten himself. 
Ignorance m ay be bliss in a  pre-lapsarian  state, bu t in a  fallen world 
only those who understand  their environm ent can  survive. Thefelix 
culpa necessita tes knowledge to reacquire a  beatific sta te.
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After his death, Imray, finding him self between two sources of 
wisdom, seeks to inform others of h is m istake. S trickland and  the 
n arra to r understand  th is lesson immediately: “Then we spoke, both 
together and  to ourselves: T h a t’s  why he whispered abou t the 
house’” (LH  199). Imray h au n ts  his home so th a t o ther Britons will 
learn th a t  the single greatest sin  when living in ano ther cu ltu re is 
refusing to learn about it. The narrato r, realizing th a t he may be as 
com placent a s  Imray, “shudder[s]” because “[his] own servant had 
been w ith [him] for exactly [the sam e length of time as  Im ray’s]” (LH  
203). W ishing to test his knowledge, or ignorance, the narra to r 
quizzes h is servan t and finds th a t his own servant and  all the re st of 
the household knew and  approved of Imray Sahib’s death . Imray’s 
dem ise serves as a  warning to anyone in a  foreign cu ltu re who 
continues to m isread. Some texts fight back in order to punish  the 
m isreader.
Im ray suffers the greatest punishm ent possible for his 
ignorance of native ways of thinking, but, when such  ignorance 
occurs a t  a  governmental level, there are even greater consequences. 
“The Head of the  District” reveals the d isaster which resu lts  when 
adm in istrato rs fail to understand  the  people they govern. Kipling’s 
motive for dem onstrating th a t natives ruling natives can be 
detrim ental is not th a t they are incapable of self-government. The 
n arra to r is careful to reveal th a t D6 is an  able adm inistrator. 
However, native populations, through long-cherished prejudices, do 
not always appreciate seeing one of their own over them . Andrew
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Rutherford estab lishes th a t D6’s competence is not the  point of the 
story  b u t th a t any  decision th a t “does not allow for the  race- 
prejudice of the tribesm en of the District concerned” undoes “the 
work of dedicated officers on the Frontier” (43). The viceroy, by 
ignoring the ac tu a l sta te  of the district, upse ts the balance of power. 
While principles such  as  self-rule may be appropriate “in season” (LH 
96), Kipling shows th a t forcing “enlightenm ent” upon people is 
denigrating the ir cu ltu re—even if their beliefs fall u nder the  W estern 
conception of prejudice. The experiment fails because the 
governm ent refuses to consider the P athans’ reaction to having a  
Bengali ruler.
When Orde, the las t British head of the Kot-Kum harsen 
District, dies, the  Imperial government opts to replace him  with a  
native, who is certainly qualified to fill the position. Mr. Grish 
C hunder De “won his place and a  university degree to boot in fair 
and  open com petition with the sons of the English. He was cultured, 
of the  world, and, if report spoke truly, sym pathetically ruled a  
crowded district in S outh-E astern  Bengal” (LH 96). D6 has qualities 
as good as, if not better than , his English counterparts; he is “more 
English th an  th e  English” (LH 97). D6’s supplem entary  natu re  
show s th a t Indians do not need English supervision. His country is 
entirely capable of modernizing itself. As a  supplement to the 
English, De completely replaces British rule. Kipling shows that, 
contrary  to im perialist rhetoric, Indians have th e  ability to rule 
them selves and  the capacity for choosing their own destinies. In
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fact, since D6 is “more English th an  the  English,” he could rule 
G reat Britain more effectively th a n  parliam ent or the  queen. The 
sto iy  shows th a t D6 would be more comfortable in a  British setting 
th an  he is in  a  P athan  province.
However, the ironically nam ed “Very G reatest of All the 
Viceroys” (LH 96) decides th a t the  P a thans should be ruled by D6. 
Unfortunately, a s  Kipling sta tes in  his autobiography, su ch  a  
“principle . . . ends not seldom in bloodshed” (SM  31) because it does 
not consult th e  governed. If D6 is to ru le over natives, he would be 
better placed in London governing a  population he understands. 
Several critics, including the a s tu te  Nirad C haudhuri, fail to  see the 
critique of th e  Imperial governm ent in “Head of the D istrict.” The 
m ost sa lien t reason, as C haudhuri adm its, is th a t people are trained 
to overlook th e  adm irable qualities of natives in Kipling’s work: “I 
had  heard  of his ‘imperialism’ and  contem pt for Bengalis” (47).
While C haudhuri recognizes a  prem ier a r tis t and  a  m an  sym pathetic 
to the soul of India, he begins h is analysis with hearsay: “I had 
heard  . . .” Because he already h as a  ta in ted  perspective, C haudhuri 
m isses Kipling’s point th a t the viceroy’s principle m ay be well- 
in tentioned while m isguided in its  execution.
The viceroy fools himself into believing w hat he says because 
Mr. D6 does not receive his appointm ent solely on the  basis of his 
accom plishm ents. The viceroy, satirically titled “Very G reatest of All 
the  Viceroys,” has an  eye on his own glorification. His plan, sta ted
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as  a  rhetorical question, is to place a  native in charge of a  border 
district:
W hat [was] more easy to win a  reputation  for far-seeing 
sta tesm ansh ip , originality, and, above all, deference to  the 
desires of the people, th an  by appointing a  child of the 
country to  the rule of th a t country? Two hundred  millions 
of the m ost loving and grateful fold under Her Majesty’s 
dominion would laud the fact, and  the ir praise would 
endure for ever. (LH  96)
The viceroy’s self-seeking motives and his ignorance of the  people 
u nder him  inform his decision to place D6 in a  P athan  a rea  fam ous 
for its prejudice against Bengalis. The civil servants who know the 
area  realize th a t the  resu lt will be a  racially inspired civil war, and 
these experts declare th a t “His Excellency [is] a  fool, a  dream er of 
dream s, a  doctrinaire, and, worst of all, a  trifler with the lives of 
m en” (LH  97). Another revealing aspect of the viceroy’s a ttitude  is 
his insistence th a t De is a  child of the soil. Even though the  viceroy 
realizes th e  Bengali’s competence, he refuses to refer to De as  a  m an, 
or even a  m an  of th e  soil. Therefore, the  viceroy and  his coun terparts 
not only ignore possible negative repercussions of D6’s appointm ent 
b u t also assum e a  m arkedly paternalistic a ttitude toward even those 
Indians who have already proven their skills to th e  government.
Despite objections, the viceroy appoints D6 as head of the 
P a than  Kot-Kum harsen district. While speaking to an o th er official 
of the  region, Tallantire, the  District-OfHcer and  D6’s new second in
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com m and, m om entarily breaks down in tears of anger w hen he hears 
of the  appointm ent:
How on ea rth  am  I to explain to the d istrict th a t they  are 
going to be governed by a  Bengali? Do you—does the 
Government, I m ean—suppose th a t the K husru Kheyl will 
sit quiet w hen they once know? W hat will the  M ahom edan 
heads of villages say? How will the  police—Muzbi S ikhs 
and P a th an s—how will they work under him ? We [the 
English] couldn’t  say  anything if the Government appointed 
a  sweeper; b u t my people [the Pathans] will say a  good deal, 
you know  tha t. It’s  a  piece of cruel folly! (LH  98)
Tallantire, because he is sensitive to  the needs and desires of the 
people, is deeply d isturbed  by the news although he never questions 
D6’s ability as a  governor. Tallantire’s  rhetorical questions illustrate 
th a t the viceroy’s  com m ents simply represent imperial rhetoric. If 
both Britons can  ask  questions which appear to have only one 
answ er (or no answ er a t  all), the people themselves m u st be allowed 
to choose their own destinies as well a s  their own rulers.
Kipling is a t his m ost didactic in “The Head of the  D istrict.” 
Although he appreciates, as he shows in “The Amir’s Homily," th a t 
India will rule itself “long after the English have passed away” (LH  
244), Kipling also u n ders tan d s th a t racial prejudices do no t vanish  
overnight. While the  viceroy’s principles are founded in benevolence 
and  far-sightedness, he fails to understand  the people because of his 
egotism. The incredibly diverse Indian subcontinent could not be
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treated  as uniform in Kipling’s day, anymore th an  one can say  it is 
homogeneous today.
The viceroy’s action “is the worst of ill-considered handling of 
a  very large country. W hat looks so feasible in Calcutta, so  right in 
Bombay, so unassailab le in M adras, is m isunderstood in th e  North, 
and entirely changes its complexion on the banks of the In d u s” (LH 
102). By appointing a  Bengali as head of a  Pathan  area, the  imperial 
governm ent in “The Head of the  D istrict” feeds the flames instead  of 
subduing  them . Instead of installing a  child of the soil, the 
governm ent allows one faction to rule over another. Racial prejudice 
does not fade in a  day, nor even during the term s of several heads of 
the d istrict. Too m any of the  region still “faithfully believed th a t the 
Bengali w as th e  servant of all H industan, and  th a t all H industan  
was vastly inferior to [their] own large, lustful [selves]” (LH 101). The 
viceroy’s principle has value in W estern eyes, b u t the people whom it 
should  profit m ost do not appreciate or w ant the benefits it provides.
The people of the  district are deeply insulted by the 
appointm ent and  quickly fall in line behind a  radical whom they 
would normally have ignored or driven a  “gun bu tt-first down [his] 
th ro a t” (LH 100). However, the  pride of the P athans has been 
wounded, and  the people readily listen to the ravings of the Blind 
Mullah when he exclaims th a t “because [they] listened to O rde Sahib 
and  called him  father an d  behaved as his children, the B ritish 
Government have proven how they regard [the people of th is  region]” 
(LH 99). Ironically, the  P a than s feel th a t a  Bengali is more alien
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th a n  the  interloping British. Those still loyal to  th e  British sta te  
th a t only a  “Government, sm itten  with m adness, [could] have” (LH  
100) “sen t [them] a  pig to  show  th a t [they] were dogs” (LH  102).
Once the civil w ar has commenced and  tow ns begin to burn,
De realizes th a t he too has been duped by the  im perial government. 
Apprehending his danger, D6 appeals via telegraph to anyone who 
can  “move a  bayonet or transfer a  terrified m an ” (LH  107). No help 
can  arrive from outside the district, however, an d  the battle begins. 
Mr. De’s brother is assassinated  by a  Pathan. Imperial troopers 
subdue th e  populace, bu t succum b to blood-lust and  m assacre the 
P athan  w arriors. The entire area  suffers an  incredible num ber of 
casualties and  a  great deal of dam age from a  blockade which imperial 
troopers se t up  while repressing the insurgents.
Not all of Kipling’s stories teach through negative 
reinforcem ent. A great deal of the Indian fiction, one exam ple of 
which is ‘T he Bridge-Builders” from The Day’s Work, exhibits positive 
approaches to dealing with the general populace. The characters who 
work with the Indian people benefit those they serve and themselves. 
The chief engineer of the bridge project learns w ithout conflict w hat 
the governm ent in “Head of the D istrict” only realized with 
bloodletting. The British workers who labor to  provide 
in frastructu re , not for personal gain b u t for the  good of th e  people, 
receive th e  advantage of a  poly-cultural outlook on the  world. By 
m odernizing India, British w orkers gain a  g reater understand ing  of
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hum anity--and  them selves. Work is the m ost unifying factor in poly- 
cu ltu ra l settings.
As Findlayson completes the bridge over the  Ganges in ‘The 
Bridge-Builders,” hundreds of white, half-caste, and  native workers 
unite for the  common goal of erecting a  railway struc tu re  which will 
fu rther unify India. While Findlayson an d  his assis tan t, Hitchcock, 
are the  m asterm inds behind the engineering of the  project, the  m ost 
im portan t elem ent in the  actual construction is a  Lascar nam ed 
Peroo. Findlayson often asks Peroo’s advice concerning the 
s tru c tu ra l integrity of the  bridge: “Peroo, thou  h a s t been up  and 
down the  world more even th an  I. Speak tru e  talk , now. How m uch 
dost thou  in th y  heart believe of M other G unga [what is she capable 
of]?” (DW  11). The narra to r explains th a t Peroo h as  a  technical 
“knowledge of tackle and  the handling of heavy weights” so superior 
th a t he “was w orth alm ost any price he m ight have chosen to pu t 
upon his services” (DW  8). Peroo is so valuable to the  project th a t 
neither of th e  Englishm en ever considers replacing him  with another 
European because “there was no one like Peroo” (DW  9).
Helen Pike Bauer, in her study  of several sh o rt stories, focuses 
on th e  image of the  bridge as an  in stru m en t for m aintaining control 
over India. She recognizes the reality of th e  Gods in the story bu t 
concludes th a t, while "the gods are not denied,” they  are distanced 
from both Findlayson and  the reader (21). However, “The Bridge- 
Builders” ends with Peroo’s explicit and Findlayson’s implicit 
contem plation of the Hindu faith. Because of th is  pervasive Hindu
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elem ent in  the  story, the  bridge in  the  story can  also be seen as 
connecting Indian and  British cu ltures. Thus, the bridge stands as  a  
symbol for w hat cu ltu res can accom plish w hen they come together 
for the  betterm ent of all. In th is  view, the ac tu al s truc tu re  over the 
G anges is of secondary im portance. S. T. Sharm a, an  Indian critic, 
in a  sophisticated analysis of four stories from The Day’s Work, 
concurs. S harm a explains th a t the  “synod” on the island clarifies 
the significance of the bridge. By working together for the good of 
India, Findlayson and  Peroo build a  “bridge between Britain and 
India, between W estern and E astern  cultures and  explores the age 
old Indian philosophy [Hindu religion] and its relevance to the 
m odern context” (59). Though th is  study  downplays the character of 
Peroo, S harm a em braces the im portance of th e  spiritual bridge and 
India’s  participation in its construction. Similarly, Nirad C haudhuri 
realizes the im portance of spirituality . He explains th a t “living in 
India, [Kipling] had also become half a  butparast, idol-worshipper, 
and  it was ou t of his butpamstL, idolatry, th a t he created the amazing 
panchayat or conclave of the gods in the story of The Bridge-builders" 
(52). C haudhuri’s essay clarifies Kipling’s personal implication in 
th is  particu lar story. Kipling him self represents the  spiritual and 
cu ltu ra l bridging between Britain and  India.
Because they commit them selves to bringing together E ast and 
West, Findlayson and  Hitchcock represent all th a t is good and noble 
to Kipling. They are expert a t th e ir work and  respect those who labor 
under them . They are true  poly-culturalists who trea t their fellow
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expert, Peroo, with th e  sam e respect they show to each other. Even 
though there is a  serious language barrier between the Englishm en 
and  Peroo, none of the  trio  evidences any  negative racial attitudes.
In fact Peroo, in his invaluable position as overseer of construction, 
“would in terrup t the  field-councils of Findlayson and Hitchcock 
w ithout fear, till his wonderful English, or his still more wonderful 
lingua-franca, half Portuguese and half Malay, ran  out and  he was 
forced to take string  and  show the knots th a t he would recom m end” 
(DW 9). Findlayson is perpetually solicitous of Peroo’s safety because 
“his w as no life to  throw  away” (DW 10). No Englishm an can equal 
him, and the British engineer respects the fact th a t Peroo is a  bridge 
between the engineers and  India. Actually, Peroo is even more th an  a  
bridge between Findlayson and the  workers. By acting as a  
supplem ent to  the chief engineer, the Hindu symbolizes the 
commonality of, or the  bridges between, all languages and cu ltu res of 
which Hindi, English, Portuguese, and  Malay are representative.
The only obstacle preventing a  complete meeting of m inds 
between Findlayson and  Peroo is Peroo’s steadfast clinging to 
Hinduism . Findlayson’s religion resides firmly in “rough drawings 
and  formulae” (DW 12). However, Peroo’s religious prophecy, th a t 
Gunga will attem pt to destroy the bridge, proves to be true. The bulk 
of “The Bridge-Builders” takes place on an  island where Peroo and 
Findlayson w itness a  council of the principal Gods of the Hindu 
pantheon. This episode breaks down the final barrier which the 
already adm irable Findlayson has between him self and native
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culture. He finds him self In a  position where he m u st accept the 
reality of the  Gods. With Peroo, Findlayson w itnesses th e  synod of 
the Gods and  listens intently to  the ir d iscussion concerning the 
British presence in India. At first the  Briton cannot bring him self to 
accept the reality of w hat he sees. Eventually, he com es to recognize 
th a t H induism ’s Gods are not m ythic and asks, “W hat have th e  Gods 
to do with my bridge?” (DW  24). Eavesdropping on the  synod teaches 
Findlayson th a t the greatest aspect of his work is not the  promotion 
he will receive b u t the benefit his work will provide Indians and  the 
propagation of their culture.
As th e  deliberations of the  Gods’ council shift from the 
presence of the bridge spanning the Ganges to the influence the 
British have had  in unifying India, it becomes clear th a t the Empire 
has unknowingly served Hindu religion. The advances in  medicine, 
transportation , and  architecture serve to modernize the  subcontinent 
and to streng then  H indu religion. Several of the Gods cite increased 
participation a t religious ceremonies because of more num erous and 
more accessible shrines. The tra in  is very popular because it binds 
the people into a  more coherent u n it and increases the num ber of 
pilgrimages. H anum an also explains th a t the  W esterners unwittingly 
worship H indu Gods. While the m odernization of India causes 
Indians to  praise their Gods for added comforts, the  British “believe 
th a t the ir God is toil [and H anum an] run[s] before them  beckoning, 
and they  follow H anum an” (DW 28). Findlayson, by having shared  
his power with Indian professionals, recognizes th a t he is one of
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these new, im ported followers of H anum an and  realizes th e  final 
superiority  of Indian religion over h is own techno-religion.
As evidenced in ‘The Bridge-Builders,” Kipling’s “pagan vision” 
(Eliot 33) sees the in ter-cu ltural com m unication a s  aiding the 
propagation of indigenous religion. The efforts of th e  fictional em pire 
to modernize India and  improve the s tandard  of living for its 
inhab itan ts always receive the m ost glowing trea tm en t from Kipling. 
However, th e  W est also gains invaluable insight in to  its  own 
w eaknesses and  acquires the possibility of strengthening  its  own 
cu ltu re th rough  contact with Indian diversity. Kipling’s philosophy, 
unlike the  practices of the British Raj, resem bles service m ore th an  
im perialism  and  prom otes unity through diversity by forging a  new 
world of equality through m utual respect and  m odernization.
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Chapter ThreeThe Benefits of Amalgamating Cultures
In Kim, the only novel in the Indian fiction, Kipling creates an  
idyllic India, a  place where people of all faiths, languages, and  
occupations seek, or should seek, the  common good. This work holds 
an  elevated place in the  Kipling canon because it is also the last 
piece w ritten during his Indian period. It therefore represen ts the 
au th o r’s  fined artistic though ts on cu ltu ra l diversity and  th e  end of 
his w riting about his idea of a  utopic, fictional India.
Those characters who do in trude upon th is u topian  and  
ecum enical majesty, like the  R ussian spies, become comical in their 
repulsiveness, and India m ain ta ins its tranquillity  with hardly  a  
ripple of anxiety from the th rea t. With all India unified against 
th rea ts  from the  outside, service becomes a  common d iscourse 
th rough  which all people are able to share their cu ltu res with others. 
The m ost attractive people in the Kipling’s writing Eire those who 
acquire, and  continue to seek, knowledge of the  “other.” These 
charac ters do their best to  read o ther cu ltu res and religions, and  by 
so doing, foster a  spirit of tolerance and  ecum enism , w hich resu lts  in 
an  am algam ation of cu ltures, an d  finally, enlightenm ent. In effect,
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for Kipling, h is fictional world is a  m echanism , a  common discourse, 
th rough which a  global com m unity comes into being. Empire, thus, 
is the s ta rtin g  point from which he builds th e  cu ltu ra l collage he 
believes the  fu ture to hold. This kaleidoscope of cu ltu res represents 
a  world in which all nations exist in  com m unity through sharing 
technological advances and supporting  a ttitudes of tolerance.
Kipling represen ts w hat he sees as the  beneficial n atu re  of cu ltural 
in teraction by elaborately portraying th e  benefits which each culture 
supplies the other, by stressing religious and  cu ltu ra l tolerance as  a  
m eans to  unity, and  by depicting the  strength  which a  com bination 
of cu ltu res provides the individual.
Kipling’s belief in the benefits of “traffic between cu ltu res” 
becomes readily apparen t in "The Miracle of P urun  Bhagat." Islam 
affirms th a t  Kipling's adm iration for Indian culture, th rough the 
figure of P urun  D ass, is all-encom passing (40). At the sam e time, his 
ambivalence tow ards British im perialism  in the sub-continent shows 
itself. In th is sh o rt sto iy  from The Second Jungle Book, the 
protagonist P urun  Dass, realizing th a t the British have, for good or 
ill, tak en  control of h is country, seeks to "imitate all th a t the 
English believed to be good" because “the old order of th ings was 
changing” (JB 168). An O rientalist critic would claim  th is  sentim ent 
proves "Indians are particularly 'contem ned' as incom petent apers of 
the English" (Williams 37).
D ass’s pro-British stance, to the  O rientalist, exhibits Kipling’s 
endorsem ent of the  subjugation of native cu lture in preference to
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B ritain’s: th e  colonizer has so indoctrinated D ass th a t he is willing 
to forsake his own culture. D ass writes to the B ritish-run  
new spapers explaining the p lans his m aster (the M aharajah) has for 
the country. These program s for the fu ture have a  pro-W estern 
a ttitude to them , the im plication being th a t Indians have a  great deal 
to learn  from their foreign ru lers. Therefore, British im perialism  is 
benevolent, and the oppressed should be thankfu l for their 
subjection. D ass is a  collaborator, an  enem y to his own culture.
B ut th is  “collaborator” is an  interesting  one; he does not fit 
the O rientalist stereotype. He m ay present a  pro-W est agenda for the 
future, b u t he also feels tain ted  by contact with the British. When 
he re tu rn s  from a  trip  to  G reat Britain, he immediately goes to the 
Hindu priests for sp iritual cleansing. This costs him  "enormous 
sum s of money" (JB 169). Although the trip  is necessary for the 
advancem ent of his country, D ass does not m ake excuses th a t would 
exem pt him  from the  laws of his own religion. If he were tru ly  a  
counterfeit Briton, he would choose to subscribe, for appearance’s 
sake, to  the  official religion of G reat Britain. He does neither of 
these, b u t instead  goes to the priests, and  eventually chooses the life 
of a  beggar, the  an tithesis of W estern aspiration. In the conclusion 
of the  story, D ass reaches enlightenm ent while saving h is villagers.
He accom plishes th is  feat not only because he is a  dedicated and 
pious H indu b u t also because he is “Sir P urun  D ass, K. C. I. E.,
Prime M inister of no sm all S tate, a  m an accustom ed to com m and, 
going o u t to save life” (JB 179). R ather th an  being a  yes-m an to the
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oppressor, D ass represents Kipling’s ideal of empire, an  
am algam ation of cu ltures. Though D ass chooses the  life of a  holy 
m an, he rejects neither the British culture he has acquired nor the 
Indian cu lture he h as inherited.
By combining the best of British culture with h is own, P u run  
D ass is able to modernize h is country  while m aintaining its  integrity. 
With the aid  of W estern technology, D ass and  his M aharajah 
“estab lished  schools for little girls, m ade roads, and  sta rted  S tate 
d ispensaries and shows of agricultural im plem ents” an d  “endow!ed] 
scholarships for the study  of medicine and m anufactu re” (JB 169). 
D ass’s program s, modeled upon British examples, improve his 
people’s lives and bring about a  friendship between India and  the 
West. By showing “th a t w hat is good for the  Englishm an m u st be 
twice as good for the  Asiatic” (JB 169), D ass prepares his “sem i­
independent native S ta te” (JB 168) for total independence. He 
realizes th a t  the British will not leave until India appears to operate 
like a  W estern state.
Despite George Orwell’s  assertion  th a t Kipling is a  spokesm an 
for th e  colonialists and  a  racists of his time (75), m any critics who 
agree with th is  assessm en t break with Orwell over the  value of the 
w riter’s work. For example, Nirad C haudhuri observes th a t, “quite a  
large num ber of [Kipling’s] them es are drawn from w hat m ight 
legitimately be called political life, bu t these have been personalised 
and  transform ed into equally legitimate artistic them es” (48). 
C haudhuri, recognizing th a t Kipling’s a rt bears only a  superficial
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resem blance to any form of colonial politics, declares Kim 
“irresistib le” (53) and  “not only the finest novel in the English 
language with an  Indian them e, b u t also one of the greatest English 
novels in sp ite of the them e” (47).
Since C haudhuri’s time, more critics are finding th a t Kipling 
subverts im perialism  m ore th an  Orwell believes. The resu lt is tha t, 
a t th e  gateway to the tw enty-first century, th e  m yth of the negative 
Kipling is beginning to fade. For example, Ann Parry, in her work on 
“The Bridge-Builders,” reveals th a t Kipling “advances the Indian a t 
the expense of the  Im perialist, and  within the  reversal there is . . .  an  
implicit com m ent on the  fu ture of the Raj” (17). Parry concludes 
th a t the  prophet of im perialism  actually indicates th a t “India . . .  is 
becoming a  nation, shedding its ancient past; and  in doing so is 
accom m odating itself to the  technology introduced by the 
Im perialists; and  all of these factors are underm ining the Raj” (21). 
Critics like Parry recognize his progressive point of view.
Parry explains th a t Kipling understood th a t native sta tes did 
not need foreign rule. She then  details how Kipling’s  work portrays 
India’s move toward complete independence, a s  Prime M inister D ass 
does by leaving his governm ental post and re turn ing  to the native 
condition of holy m an. He, in effect, liberates him self from the  
control of the  Imperial government. As a  symbol of India’s growing 
knowledge of its own self-worth in spite of B ritish  assertions to the 
contrary, D ass reasserts  his autonom y as a  Hindu: “[n]ow he would 
let these  th ings go, a s  a  m an drops the cloak he no longer needs”
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(JB 170). P u run  Dass, renam ed Purun Bhagat, becomes India with 
his departure. He personifies “the Old Law” of H induism  (JB 170), 
b u t even so, his contact with the  British continues to tem per his 
world-view. Though he has become a  Hindu holy m an, D ass expects 
no preferential trea tm en t from the secularized government: when “a 
native M oham m edan policeman told him he was obstructing  traffic 
. . . P u run  D ass salaam ed reverently to the Law, because he knew 
the  value of it” (JB 172). D ass takes the best of British cu ltu re  while 
m aintaining h is own integrity as an  Indian and  a  Hindu.
Hindu people in “The Miracle of P urun  Bhagat” react positively 
to the  am algam ated culture of Dass. For example, when the holy 
m an chooses a  shrine to  inhabit, Bhagat’s  bearing particularly  
im presses the neighboring villagers. During the  priest’s  first 
encounter with the Bhagat, he immediately recognizes the power 
which the com bination of cu ltures creates in the  former prime 
m inister: “When he m et P urun  Bhagat’s eyes—the eyes of a  m an 
used  to  control th o u san d s—he bowed to the earth , took the begging- 
bowl w ithout a  word, and  re turned  to the village, saying, ‘We have at 
las t a  holy m an’” (JB 173). The priest’s in stan t respect comes from 
the  power of D ass’s eyes, which contain a  reflection of his doubled 
cu ltu ra l s ta tu s . D ass leaves his governm ental post to  asse rt his 
independence from British control, bu t the people instinctively 
recognize his holiness by the  au thority  th a t still invests his person.
Significantly, upon D ass’s death, the Indians revere the 
integration of their cu ltu re with th a t of the English. They build a
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shrine com m em orating th is fusion and  leave Kali’s  sh rine (dedicated 
as protection from Britain and  its im ported d iseases like sm all pox) 
buried in  the  m udslide. India, by reverencing the  dual cu ltu re  of 
Bhagat, show s th a t it can build a  new tradition w ith the  best of both 
E ast an d  West. Each culture supplem ents the other, and  when 
com bined in the person of S ir P urun  D ass, the two form an  ideal 
m ega-culture sim ilar to Kimball O’H ara’s in Kim. The p ast and  the 
fu ture, anc ien t H induism  and  m odernization, reside in  th e  little 
stone an d  earth  shrine dedicated to the holy m an.
While “The Miracle of P u run  Bhagat” deals m ainly with the 
interplay between H induism  and  the  m odernization of the 
subcon tinent, Kim's treatm en t of E astern  religion is more thorough. 
Almost every chap ter heading of Kim pleads with th e  W estern reader 
for religious tolerance and points to  the common hum an ity  which all 
religions serve. The first three chapters each begin with an  excerpt 
from "The B uddha a t K am akura,” one of Kipling’s own poem s which 
begs C hristians to respect the faiths of other people. The epigraphs 
of chap ters one and  two ask  th a t W esterners to "Be gentle w hen the 
heathen  pray /  To B uddha a t K am akura” (Kim 1) because 
. . . whoso will, from Pride released,
Contem ning neither m an nor beast,
May hear the Soul of all the E ast 
About him  at K am akura. (Kim 26)
Seeing beauty does not m ean th a t he sees perfection. Kipling 
d iscerns injustices in every religion he encounters an d  incorporates
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his observations into Kim. Williams notices som e of th is  critique in 
Kipling’s trea tm en t of H induism  and  takes it for a  “dam ning 
depiction of Ind ians” (37). However, Kim condem ns the negative 
aspects of H induism  because of their resem blance to Christianity, a  
religion whose "Gods are lies” (Kim 264). For example, w hen Kim 
and h is Lama m eet with the  Sahiba, one of h er servants is “acutely 
aware of [B rahm ins’] cunning and greed” (Kim 76). This ph rase  does 
not apply to all B rahm ins because, a t  th is point in  the story, Kim 
and his m aster have ju s t  left the Umballa B rahm in’s home, and  th a t 
m an is the epitom e of hospitality and  generosity. Kipling does not 
portray the  entire system  as corrupt, b u t true  to life, show s th a t 
there are always individuals who abuse their authority . While 
Williams concedes th a t "Christianity m ay be a  debased th ing  in 
Kipling’s eyes,” he goes on to say th a t “the corresponding idea of a  
white m an becoming a  H indu or B u d d h is t . . .  is un th inkab le” (39). 
Williams overlooks th a t Kim, as a  disciple of Teshoo Lama, does 
become a  B uddhist and  reaches enlightenm ent th rough its teachings.
W hereas Christianity in general may be a  debased thing, even 
th is ru le fails to  hold completely. The character of F a ther Victor is 
adm irable even if Roman Catholicism seem s comical a t  tim es. The 
C hurch of England through its representative, the bigoted and  
in to leran t Mr. B ennett, evidences no genuine concern for either Kim 
or th e  Lama, b u t the  Catholic priest reveals a  deep-seated em pathy 
for th e  feelings of Kim’s Lama. Even the  repulsive B ennett respects 
the hum anity  of the  priest, if not the  religion:
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Between him self and the  Roman Catholic chap lain  of the 
Irish contingent lay, as Bennett believed, an  unbridgeable gulf, 
bu t It w as noticeable th a t whenever the  C hurch  of England 
dealt w ith a  hu m an  problem  she was veiy likely to  call in  the 
C hurch of Rome. B ennett’s  official abhorrence of the  Scarlet 
W oman and  all her ways was only equalled by h is private 
respect for F ather Victor. (Kim 85)
The Anglican chaplain  cannot follow the example of h is Catholic 
coun terpart and  continues to look “with the triple-ringed un in te rest 
of the creed th a t lum ps n ine-ten ths of the world u n d e r the  title of 
‘hea then ’” (Kim 88). B ennett’s attitude towards o ther religions stem s 
from his fundam ental unconcern  for religion—even his own. When 
the  regim ent heads to the  frontier for battle. Colonel Creighton 
observes th a t B ennett will be content with “(gjlory, leaving [Father 
Victor] the religion” (Kim 112).
Kipling’s am bivalence toward Christianity is countered  by the 
esteem  which he holds for E astern  religions. One of th e  m ost 
startling  instances of E astern  religions’ efficacy is Kim and  the  
Lama’s encounter with the cobra. Kim, deathly afraid of snakes, 
attem pts to break the  cobra’s back. However, the Lam a rebukes him 
saying, “He is upon the  Wheel a s  we are—a life ascending or 
descending—veiy far from deliverance” (Kim 43). The incredulous Kim 
watches as his m entor addresses the serpent: “May thy  release come 
soon, brother . . . H ast thou knowledge, by chance, of my River?” (Kim 
43). Although the snake has its hood open and  is ready to  strike,
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th is  speech pacifies it. The cobra "flattened itself am ong th e  dusty  
coils” (Kim 44) as the  Lama w alks w ithin a  foot of it. Even Kim’s 
sudden  movement afterwards, which such  an  anim al would interpret 
a s  a  th rea t, evokes no response.
According to the  Judeo-C hristian  creation myth, the  serpent is 
the  in stru m en t of m ankind’s fall. Kipling points th is ou t through 
Kim’s response. Although completely "native” in education, Kim 
experiences the fear one expects a  W esterner to feel. The narrator, 
com m enting on th is grain of C hristian  superstition, says, ”[N]o 
native tra in ing  can quench  th e  white m an’s horror of the  S erpent” 
{Kim 43). The Lama m ay not have any knowledge of the W estern 
tradition , bu t his actions explicitly deny the malignancy of the  snake 
and, therefore, the m yths of Christianity. The image of the  wheel 
expresses the idea th a t there is a  k inship between the hum an  world 
and  th a t  of anim als and  gives new m eaning to the expression "all 
one.” The spiritual world, th u s, is not the hierarchical construct 
which th e  West em ulates. It functions as  a  wheel, m any equal parts, 
each counterbalancing the rest.
The episode with the serpen t reveals th a t creation is not 
necessarily struc tu red  top-down and  does not m ean th a t W estern 
cu lture is superior. The Lama explains during a  later lesson th a t the 
“Sahibs have not all th is world’s wisdom” (Kim 192, em phasis in 
text). Kipling, th rough  the Lama, tu to rs  the reader in the  validity of 
o ther religions. To fall into the  sam e behavior patte rns a s  Mr.
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B ennett is fatal to  ecum enism . O ther religions are not simply 
superstitions.
Another episode with the Lama serves to em phasize Kipling’s 
point th a t E astern  religions deserve respect. When one of the  
R ussian spies strikes Teshoo Lama across the face and  tears the  
world-chart, th e  action prom pts the  holy m an to anger. He says th a t 
he even desires the blood of those who have insulted him. However, 
he recites the B uddhist B eatitudes and  restores h is equilibrium . The 
undue passion which the R ussian  th rea t excites in him  causes him  
to swerve from the path  of enlightenm ent. Although the Lama, once 
he re tu rns to his placid sta te , understands his transgression and  
does not need a  sign, he receives one anyway. The chart, to rn  in half 
by the violence of the  R ussian “idolator,” serves to show the 
backw ardness of anger: “From left to  right diagonally the ren t ra n — 
from the Eleventh House where Desire gives birth to the Child (as it 
is drawn by Tibetans)—across the hum an  and anim al worlds, to  the 
Fifth H ouse—th e  em pty H ouse of the Senses" (Kim 262). W hen the 
Lama expounds upon the m eaning of the  sign, awestruck, Kim 
listens and  finally recognizes th a t the “logic was unansw erable” (Kim 
262). As Kim becom es more familiar with the beliefs of the Lama, he 
learns, like Geertz’s  anthropologists, to respect his local knowledge 
and finally recognizes the “logic” of the  old m an’s  culture.
W hereas m ost religions claim th a t m urder in self-defense is 
acceptable, the Buddhism  of the Lama does not. The Lama believes 
th a t self-defense is a  form of “revenge,” and  the desire to  protect
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oneself is enough to ta in t the individual. The sign serves to 
exemplify th a t wishing for retribution degrades the person so far th a t 
one falls below the level of the animal. According to th is  view, by 
giving vent to his anger, the Lama m om entarily becomes less than  
the serpent he pacifies a t the beginning of th e  novel. This experience 
is enough to hum ble th e  already unassum ing  Lama. However, the 
efficacy of his religion provides the  sign of the  to rn  Wheel so th a t he 
may more convincingly teach his disciple w hat he already 
understands.
Kim is the only reason th a t a  sign is needed. The Lama 
com prehends the n atu re  of the transgression. However, the  West 
cannot grasp the  reality of the world as  it really is. J u s t  as Kim 
irrationally fears the  fellow-soul because it is in the form of the  
snake, so does he fail to  apprehend the m eaning behind the  incident 
with the  R ussians. The East, recognizing the  tru th  of its  own beliefs, 
h as  no need for signs for reinforcement. Kim, embodying W estern 
values a t th is  point, m u st receive instruction  with adequate proofs. 
For the West, seeing is believing.
While the  Lama exemplifies the need for the  West to  recognize 
the validity of the B uddhist world-view, the  H indu in terpretation  of 
Kim’s “prophecy” reinforces th a t other E astern  religions also see the 
world as it really is. According to Kipling, the  West wrongly 
dism isses astrology as superstition. Before his father died, Kim 
received w hat he thought was a  prophecy from him: “Nine hundred 
first-class devils, whose god was a  Red Bell on a  green field, would
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attend  to Kim” (Kim 2) “b u t first there will en ter two m en m aking 
th ings ready” (Kim 40). Not understand ing  th a t h is father was 
referring to h is own British regiment, Kim seeks the  in terpretation  of 
a  B rahm in. C onsulting the s ta rs  the H indu priest declares: “Thus 
say the s ta rs . W ithin th ree days come the two m en to m ake all 
th ings ready. After them  follows the Bull; b u t the  sign over against 
him  is the  sign of W ar and  arm ed m en . . . Thine is a  red and  an  
angiy  sign of W ar to be loosed very soon” (Kim 40). The astrological 
reading of the  B rahm in comes true  to the letter. Both Kim and  the 
Lama w atch spellbound as  all the B rahm in’s predictions occur:
[M]y horoscope! The drawing in the d u s t by the  priest a t 
Umballa! Rem em ber w hat he said. F irst come tw o~ 
ferashes—to  m ake all things ready . . . And after them  
com es the Bull—the Red Bull on the green field. Look! It is 
he! He pointed to the flag th a t was snap -snapp ing  in the 
evening breeze not ten  feet away. It w as no more th an  an  
ordinary  cam p marking-flag . . . the great Red Bull on a 
background of Irish green. (Kfm 80)
The veracity of astrological predictions em phasizes th a t neither the 
Sahibs, nor th e  West, have access to all the  knowledge in the  
universe. C harac ters like Fleete in “The Mark of the  B east” denigrate 
not only the  religious traditions of the West, b u t they  also deny the 
validity of creeds with w hich they have little or no familiarity. This 
scene s tresses th a t reason  cannot explain how the  Um balla Brahm in
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accurately  predicts Kim’s future. Only faith, the faith of E astern  
religions, can  account for it.
The “religion of technology” m otif is far from dom inant in  Kim 
because, unlike m uch of the Indian fiction, th is  novel operates from 
a  series of m arkedly Indian world-views. Technology w orship tends to 
be a  distinctly W estern bias. Respect for British technology, 
however, m anifests itself through images of rapid tran s it in  Kim. In 
the  m odern world, mobility is essential to such  diverse social needs 
a s  commerce, inform ation exchange, and  the building of national 
identity. As subm erged as W estern technology is in Kim, it plays an  
integral p art in the action of the novel because it extends the  n atu ra l 
inclination for diversity. It m akes cu ltu ra l tolerance a  necessity, not 
sim ply a  luxury.
Perhaps the m ost conspicuous benefit to  the peoples of India 
during  British rule was the  vast im provem ent in transportation . In 
Kim, the  benefits of the rail and of the road system s are especially 
conspicuous. Kipling feels th a t enhanced mobility is the m ost 
im portan t British contribution to the subcontinent. The necessity of 
rapid movement surfaces in such  m asterful stories a s  “The Bridge- 
B uilders” and  “William th e  Conqueror” (DW). S uch  im provem ents as 
intricate system s of roads and the locomotive bind remote p arts  of 
India together and  not only to prevent strife b u t also to counter 
d isaster. “William the Conqueror” illustra tes the  rapidity with which 
famine and  plague can be contained and  countered. B ut even barring 
em ergencies, the locomotive, or “te-rain” as  it is called in Kim,
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crea tes a  situation  in which Indians can  travel safely and 
inexpensively. In the Indian fiction, th e  people of the subcontinent 
so  readily take to th is developm ent th a t  the Wonder H ouse Sahib 
th a t  exclaim s th a t “the m ixture of old-world piety and  m odern 
progress th a t is the note of India to-day” is the m ark of India’s 
g reatness (Kim 11). The train , as it is portrayed in stories like “The 
Bridge-Builders” and Kim, is an  in strum en t which can prom ote the  
m any creeds of the  people by allowing them  quick and  economical 
transp o rta tio n  to  the holy sites of th e ir faiths.
Although the taxes which help subsidize the railways represent 
an  additional burden  on the people, th e  benefits of the tra in  far 
outweigh the extra expense because Kipling has purged his fictional 
world of commercial in terests. In Kim, a  J a t  concerned for his sick 
child speaks the  m ind of every traveler: “in the nam e of the  Gods, let 
u s  take the fire-carriage . . . The Government has brought on us 
m any taxes, b u t it gives u s one good th ing—the te-min th a t  jo ins 
friends and unites the anxious. A wonderful m atter is th e  te-rain"
(Kim 197). Education concerning the  system  is so good in Kipling’s 
world, and  the system  is so self-explanatory th a t even foreigners like 
th e  Lam a readily understand  how to  u se  it. When asked if he knows 
how to reach h is destination, Teshoo Lama replies “for th a t one bu t 
a sk s  a  question and  pays money, and  the  appointed persons despatch  
all to  the  appointed place. That m uch I knew in my lam assery from 
su re  report” (Kim 11).
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In Kim, the  non-W estern individual can  harness the mobility 
which the tra in  provides because the  people’s  needs supply the  basis 
for scheduling and  stops. The narra to r of Kim explains th a t  “[a]ll 
hours of the  twenty-four are alike to O rientals, and their passenger 
traffic is regulated accordingly” (Kim 26). The tra in  functions well in 
India because the fictional British governm ent allows native people 
to integrate it into th e ir own culture. R ather th an  enforcing a  
standard  European departu re and  arrival schedule, Kim's idealized 
government is far-sighted enough to let the passengers dictate the 
traffic flow. A Sikh, so im pressed with the  way the railways deal with 
Indians exultantly exclaim s to Teshoo Lama, whom the m assive size 
of the steam  engine intim idates, “Enter! This thing is the  work of 
the Governm ent” (Kim 27).
The tra in  also helps to break down barriers between native 
peoples at th e  sam e time it prom otes more chances for cu ltu ra l 
understanding  between the  E ast and  West. As Kim and  the  Lama 
travel to  Umballa, they m eet Ja ts , Sikhs, an d  Hindus. W ithout the 
“convention” of the tra in , these people from different castes could not 
otherwise rem ain near each other. Several of the people in Kim’s car 
are hereditary enemies, b u t technology, represented by the train, 
which all castes and  creeds use, allows everyone to respect the 
“o ther.”
The convention of tolerance inspired by the rail system  causes 
riders to modify potentially offensive behavior. For example, 
although Dogra and  Sikh are m utually  antagonistic castes, the
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Dogra soldier refrains from openly insulting the S ikh  in th e  sam e car: 
‘“Let thy  ha ir grow long and talk  Punjabi,’ said  th e  young soldier 
jestingly to Kim, quoting a  Northern proverb. ‘T hat is all th a t  m akes 
a  S ikh .’ But he did not say this very loud" (Kim 33, em phasis added). 
While the  soldier’s  derogatory com m ent illu stra tes the proverbial 
n a tu re  of class h a tred  and  racial bigotry, the  tra in  allows Sikh and 
Dogra to coexist peacefully despite their unaccustom ed contact. The 
em phasized portion of the quotation reveals th a t tensions still exist 
in Indian society. However, technology naturally  b reaks down 
barriers. In order to  reap the benefits of inexpensive and  rapid 
transportation , prejudices like those of the Dogra soldier m u st be 
laid aside, or a t  the  very least heavily m onitored.
Even though  Kipling lauds the elim ination of prejudicial 
behavior, he also  realizes th a t the tra in  can be incom patible with 
Indian beliefs. The tra in  may silence bigotry, b u t it also dam ages the 
caste system  w hich is a  fundam ental elem ent in H induism . Kipling 
does not seem  to u n derstand  th a t the benefits of th e  “te-ra in ” are a  
side effect of th e  real reason for their construction: the  Raj’s  need to 
move soldiers and  acquire India’s wealth for Britain. However,
Kipling does m anage to refrain from being completely unrealistic in 
his glorification of technology; he shows th a t the rail system s are not 
uniformly beneficial to  Indian culture. For example, a  H indu 
com plains th a t “there is not one rule of right living which these  te- 
rains do no t cause  u s  to break. We sit, for example, side by side with 
all castes and  people” (Kim 28). Aware th a t technology reconfigures
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culture and  religion a t the  sam e tim e it improves living standards, 
Kipling illu stra tes how the  people could estab lish  their relationship  
to it. F ar from sim ply glorifying the  technology Kipling often praises, 
Kim p resen ts the  debate in which a  society with a  stric t caste  system  
m ust participate. The people m ust decide w hat the role of technology 
will be in the ir lives.
Although th e  H indu is upset by the mixing of caste on the 
train, he and  his wife feel th a t the advantages outweigh the 
draw backs. W hen discussing their decision to  travel by tra in , the 
wife explains th a t they would have had  to spend  “twice over w hat 
[they] saved on food” (Kim 28) th rough a  sim ilar trek  following the 
road. These exam ples indicate th a t Kipling is aware th a t Indians 
them selves m u st judge between the  rigidity of the ir caste and  the 
convenience of m odern transportation . Of course, Kipling believes 
th a t m any, like those in th is  scene, will select the  tra in  even if they 
have had  no choice in the construction of the rail-system .
The road h as also been improved through British intervention. 
When Kim and  the  Lama leave the train , they decide to  search  for the 
River of Healing on foot. This project brings them  to the G rand 
T runk Road. The native cavalry officer, the old R essaldar Sahib, who 
befriends Kim and  his m aster describes the road as  “all the  world 
coming and  going” because “[a]ll castes and k inds of m en move here” 
[Kim 57). The n arra to r continues in the R essaldar’s description 
sta ting  th a t “tru ly  the  G rand Trunk Road is a  wonderful spectacle. It 
ru n s straight, bearing w ithout crowding India’s  traffic for fifteen
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hundred  m iles—such a river of life as nowhere else exists in the  
world” (Kim 57).
J u s t  as people of all castes ride the tra ins in Kim, the  m ixture 
of E ast and  West creates a  situation  where people become more 
mobile and  are, therefore, more likely to drop traditional prejudices. 
For example, although Kim and  the  Lama rarely travel in 
predom inantly B uddhist areas, no one except the R ussian  spies 
intentionally trea ts  Teshoo Lama with disrespect. Throughout India 
people revere holy men, regardless of creed. When Kim begs for his 
m aster, the duo always receives the best people have to offer. Even 
when their pilgrimage takes them  to the hills, the “wom an of ill- 
om en” (Kim 265), the disillusioned Lispeth from the  short-sto iy  
which bears her name, provides Kim and  the Lama not only with food 
b u t also money and several h usbands to carry the exhausted Lama 
on a  litter.
Despite the toxicity of cu lture fusion in her case, Lispeth 
upholds the benevolent custom s of India. Although she has been 
m istreated by the Chaplain’s wife and  the Englishm an, Lispeth, now 
the W oman of Sham legh, trea ts  the m endicants well. Of course, she 
also recites the story of her p as t abuse and explains how it has 
caused her to become an  atheist:
‘There are no Gods under all the heavens. I know  it....B ut 
for awhile I thought it was my Sahib come back, and  he 
was my God. Yes, once I m ade m usic on a  piarmo in the 
M ission-house a t Kotgarh. Now I give alm s to priests who
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are heatihen.' She wound up  with the English word, and 
tied th e  m outh  of the brimming bag. (Kim 264)
Even in such  an  extreme case as the  Woman of Sham legh, who has 
suffered a t the h an d s of religious people, she willingly, if not 
cheerfully, donates whatever resources are available toward the 
succor of Kim and  the Lama. Because fostering religious sensibilities 
conflicts with her own beliefs, the Lama proclaims th a t “[s]he has 
acquired m erit beyond all o thers” (Kim 266). The Lama’s 
pronouncem ent em phasizes the affliction which toleration of o thers 
produces in her. Clearly, she is not a  “fallen wom an” (Said, 
Introduction 17). She is a  self-immolating model of virtue an d  a  
reproach to the  British who talk  about C hristian charity b u t refuse 
to practice it.
In spite of th e  tensions between E ast and West in India,
Kipling believes th a t the com bination of the subcon tinent’s  na tu ra l 
diversity and  m odern technology n u rtu res religious and  cu ltu ra l 
tolerance by creating a  respect for the other. Kim begins with 
Kimball O’H ara playing “king-of-the-castle” (Kim 3) with H indu and  
Muslim boys. The game takes place on the Zam-Zammah, an  ancient 
bronze cannon, now a  m useum  piece outside the Lahore W onder 
House. The Zam-Zam m ah, a  symbol of violent im perialism  
presum ably dating back to the Hindu conquests of the subcontinent, 
is silenced, and  children of different races play together in  peace.
This am ity no t only allows the diverse population to  practice 
tolerance b u t also creates a  situation  where E ast and  W est can  “[eat]
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from the  sam e d ish ” (Kim 3). Unlike the ac tu a l s ta te  of affairs in the 
Raj, Kipling destroys the racial barriers between Kim and  th e  people 
with whom he h as  contact. Although Kim identifies w ith the  m ost 
recent conquerors, sta ting  to h is playm ates th a t “[a]ll M ussalm ans 
fell off Zam -Zam m ah long ago” and  “[t]he H indus fell off Zam- 
Zam m ah too. The M ussalm ans pushed them  off’ (Kim 4), th e  Irish 
boy trea ts  his fellows as equals: “[h]e consorted on term s of perfect 
equality with the [other children]” (Kim 1). Kim’s colonial a ttitude 
exists only for the purpose of the  children’s game.
W hen he first m eets the  Lama, Kim is veiy careful not to offend 
him by giving an  inappropriate title: “Kim gave him  no title—such  as  
Lala or Mian. He could not divine the  m an’s  creed” (Kim 5). Even 
with his European ancestry, he does not take the  conqueror’s claims 
seriously and respects everyone with whom he comes in contact.
Kim, therefore, represents a  new generation, or more precisely, what 
Kipling sees as th e  fu ture relationship between Britain and  India. 
Despite the present subject s ta tu s  of Indians, the fu tu re will bring 
with it the  equality of all races.
Nor is Kim the  only one capable of seeing equality between the 
British ru lers and  Indian peoples in Kipling’s fictional universe.
When the Sahiba’s caravan encounters a  D istrict Superin tenden t of 
Police, the Englishm an approaches her with the deference befitting 
equals. The bantering of the two is in the  sp irit of friendly je s t of 
which only peers are capable:
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‘O m other,’ he cried, ‘do they do th is  in  the  zenanas? 
Suppose an  Englishm an came by an d  saw  th a t thou h ad st 
no nose?’
‘W hat?’ she shrilled back. T hy  own m other has no nose? 
Why say so, then , on the open road?’
It was a  fair counter. The Englishm an threw  up  his 
hand with the gesture of a  m an h it a t  sword-play. She 
laughed and  nodded.
‘Is th is a  face to  tem pt virtue aside?’ She withdrew all 
her veil and  stared  a t him.
It was by no m eans lovely, bu t a s  th e  m an gathered up 
his reins he called it a  Moon of Paradise, a  D isturber of 
Integrity, and  a  few other fantastic ep ithets which doubled 
her up  with m irth. (Kim 75)
After referring to her as a  “D ispenser of Delights” (Kim 76), the 
Englishm an departs. The possibility of people of different races 
interacting as  equals is not simply a  possibility, b u t a  present reality 
with th e  Englishm an and  the  elderly Sahiba. Significantly, they 
address each other in the  familiar form of the  language, “thou” and 
“thy” serving as stand -in s for the H industan i familiar. Neither of th e  
rivals in the sportive game of je s t refers to, or seem s to care about, 
racial difference. They are fellow citizens.
No one would claim th a t complete im partiality  w as actually the 
case in Imperial India. However, as Islam indicates, Kipling does not 
write about Empire as it is, b u t as it should be (4). The Sahiba
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clarifies the  reason for the potentiality of such  exchanges to occur: 
T hey  know the  land and the custom s of the  land. The others, all 
new from Europe, suckled by white women and  learning ou r tongues 
from books, are worse than  the pestilence” (Kim 76). To rephrase the 
S ah iba’s  words in term s of Geertzian anthropology, those who are 
in tim ate with the  local knowledge of the  land  com m unicate with 
o thers a s  citizens, not as judgm ental outsiders.
Said explains th a t the S ahiba’s speech represents "the way 
E uropean  im perialism  m ade itself more palatable to itself’ because it 
em phasizes the “backward or degenerate natu re of native society” 
(Introduction 28). While Said is correct in his observation th a t 
British im perialism  justified itself in th is m anner, the S ah iba  does 
not laud  colonial rule even though she speaks of the British rulers. 
W hat she  appreciates is the respect which the policeman shows her 
because he was raised by an  Indian woman. Nc one in authority, 
regardless of race or origin, can be an  effective governor w ithout 
knowing the people.
In a  situa tion  sim ilar to the Superin tenden t of Police’s 
conversation with the  Sahiba, Teshoo Lama receives the u tm ost 
respect from th e  Sahib of the  W onder House. While the  policeman, 
following the Hindu convention of addressing an  older woman, calls 
the S ah iba “m other,” the cu ra to r of the Lahore m useum  consistently 
addresses the Lama as “brother.” By employing familial term s when 
speaking with their non-W estern peers, these two Englishm en 
explicitly deny any form of racial or cu ltural superiority. They
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em phasize th e  common hum anity  of all people. However, w ithout 
contact with the o ther to familiarize one with ano ther’s  local 
knowledge, a s  the Sahiba explains after her encounter with the 
policeman, there is no possibility of understand ing  nor of true 
respect.
Because the Wonder House Sahib  understands and respects 
the  cu ltures with which he works every day, he expresses 
incom parable concern for those who wish to explore the history 
behind their own religion. Where gaps exist in the statuary , he 
supplies the  m issing details so th a t  the  Lam a will leave the building 
with as complete a  knowledge as  is possible. The learning contained 
in the  m useum  is so extensive th a t there is even a  photograph of the 
Lama’s own lam asseiy. Teshoo Lama, never too eager to praise, 
recognizes the  extent of the cu ra to r’s  knowledge and  titles him 
“Fountain  of Wisdom” (Kim 9) an d  la ter explains to Kim th a t “the 
Keeper of the Images in the W onder House was in p ast life a  veiy wise 
abbo t” (Kim 270). The feeling, however, is m utual. While the Sahib’s 
knowledge comes from the books and  artifacts of the Wonder House, 
the Lama’s memory stretches back centuries, a  fact greatly 
appreciated by the Englishman.
There is a  gap in the learning of both  men. Neither knows 
w here th e  River of Healing is located. Because the Englishm an’s 
scholarship  is so extensive, Teshoo Lama, a t first, assum es th a t he is 
hiding the location of the  river. They both desperately wish to know 
how to find it, and  the Lama, realizing th a t  his counterpart is in
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te a rs  because he really does not know the river’s  location, comforts 
the  devastated  Englishm an. In re tu rn , the  cu ra to r reinforces their 
brotherhood. He seeks to “acquire m erit” (Kim 11) by inquiring if he 
can  supply  his com panion with any  money. Finding th a t the  Lama 
h as no need of th is type of charity, the  cu ra to r gives him  paper, 
pencils, and  his own eye-glasses to  replace the  badly scratched and 
dam aged pair his friend m ust use. The B uddhist priest, upon his 
departu re , reciprocates the E nglishm an’s hospitality by accepting the 
gift “as  a  sign of friendship between priest and  priest” [Kim 12) He 
th en  offers to  re tu rn  after he has “found the River” [Kim 12).
Given time, the m utual respect which characters employ in 
encoun ters with each other blooms into a  deeper kind of friendship, 
love. Kim’s devotion for his Lama is so great th a t he willingly 
sacrifices h is o ther love, the  G reat Game of spies. W hen the Lama 
asks, “Chela, h as t thou never a  wish to leave m e?” Kim answ ers 
m entally  with the  though t th a t “[i]f som e one duly authorized would 
only take delivery of [the R ussians’ espionage m aterials] the Great 
Gam e m ight play itself for augh t he then  cared” (Kim T71).
The boy’s verbal response is m uch along the sam e line. He 
tells h is m aster, “No . . .  I am  not a  dog or a  snake to bite w hen I 
have learned to  love” (Kim 271). Kim’s love for the Lam a is so strong 
th a t, w hen his European ancestry  th rea tens to separate  the two, he 
vehem ently replies: “Thou h as t said  there is neither black nor white. 
Why plague me with th is  talk, Holy One? Let me ru b  th e  o ther foot. 
It vexes me. I am  not a  Sahib. I sun thy  chela" (Kim 270, em phasis in
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text). For Kim, there is no special s ta tu s  in being a  Briton. Racial 
pride is simply a  form of prejudice, an d  Kim’s rank  as disciple always 
takes precedence because it explicitly denies th e  superiority of white 
skin.
Kim’s denial of his sk in  color serves to  exemplify its 
insignificance to  him. Like Kipling himself, Kim can never identify 
completely with the English. After all, he w as raised as  a  native boy. 
W hat is im portant is love—regardless of race or culture. This them e 
of cross-cu ltu ral love dom inates Kim. The final word of the  novel is 
“beloved” (Kim 289), and  the m u tua l love of Kim and his m aster 
enables both to  reach enlightenm ent. The word “beloved” takes on 
an  added significance because it also includes the  other people who 
love Kim. All the  m ajor characters in the novel, representing the  
various cu ltu res of India, are p resen t a t the  tim e Kim and  the Lam a 
atta in  salvation. Each of these groups ultim ately a tta in s  N irvana 
because Kim is a  composite of them  all. The Lama recognizes from 
the first th a t liberation from “the Wheel of Things” can only be 
reached through Kim, an  am algam ation of W estern, H indu, Moslem, 
and  B uddhist cultures.
The Lama, with p reternatu ral insight, recognizes as  early as 
the trip  to  Umballa th a t salvation can  only come through Kim 
because he is “not altogether of th is world” (Kim 46). Kim represents 
all people because all of hum ankind  is symbolically contained w ithin 
him. Before he even knows th a t Kim perfectly integrates all the 
cu ltu res of India, Teshoo Lama instinctively latches onto h is disciple
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because he is the catalyst for inspiring m utual love and  respect 
among all the  peoples of India, and  th is love prefigures all o ther 
sp iritual a tta inm en ts.
Kim, a  p roduct of the tolerance and understand ing  of a  
com bination of Indian and W estern cultures, evidences an  inner 
strength  single-culture characters cannot m atch. His intim acy with 
all so rts of people and  cu ltures allows him to move freely between 
worlds. This intim acy can even be found in his nam e. J . M ukherjee 
points ou t th a t Kim may be a  diminutive of Kimball, the boy’s 
baptism al nam e, b u t it is “also one of the thousand  nam es of 
V ishnu” (42). M ukherjee explains th a t Kipling chooses th is 
particular nam e because it is a s  in ter-cultural as  the boy him self 
(42). Therefore, Kim is not “bound” (Kim 10) to  W estern cu ltu re like 
the W onder House Sahib. Even though the cu ra to r has an  intim ate 
familiarity with B uddhist life and  culture, he is finally trapped  in the 
m useum , im prisoned in the W estern world. He cannot accom pany 
the Lama on his quest. Kim, however, is unity  in diversify, the 
“Little Friend of all the  World,” and  can move ou t of the 
Englishm an’s world.
When his friend M ahbub Ali councils him  on his behavior in 
and  out of school, he tells Kim it ‘“behoves thee to rem em ber . . . 
Among Sahibs, never forgetting thou a rt a  Sahib; am ong the  folk of 
Hind, always rem em bering thou  a rt— ’ he paused, with a  puzzled 
sm ile” (Kim 143). Said focuses on the first part of his quotation. By 
ignoring th a t M ahbub places a  condition on Kim’s Sahib-dom , he
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can sta te  th a t  “M ahbub All tells Kim th a t he m u st never forget th a t 
he is a  sah ib ” (Introduction 35). However, th is is no t w hat the text 
says a t all. M ahbub stresses Kim’s duality; h is white blood is not 
superior to  the “folk of Hind;” white and  Indian are  equal. Although 
Said firmly places Kim in the position of a  white m an, M ahbub, 
recognizing th a t Kim is more th an  an Englishm an, cannot force him 
into any su ch  category. Even Kim cannot classify h im self because he 
is equally a t home anywhere. As he says, all th e  folk of India are his 
people. His response to M ahbub’s confusion is “[w]hat am  I? 
M ussalm an, H indu, Ja in , or B uddhist? That is  a  h a rd  n u t” (Kim 
143). F ar from being detrim ental, the inability to be placed in a  
classification proves to  be extremely liberating. Kim is able to take 
the best of every cu lture and religion to become a  stronger more- 
fulfilled person.
After he begins his W estern education a t the madrissah, Kim 
begins to harness the  strengths which each of his cu ltu res gives him. 
He exercises h is m ind by switching languages depending upon the 
circum stances. With each switch, he not only changes languages but 
also cu ltures. Lurgan Sahib attem pts to spook Kim by playing a  
phonograph while th e  boy sleeps. It does not tak e  Kim very long to 
become deeply d isturbed  by the noises. As he tries to come to term s 
with the situation , Kim continues to su b stitu te  Hindi for English, 
and  vice versa, until he can decide w hat to  do with th e  talking box:
. . . thinking, as usual, in  Hindi . . .  ‘I am  . . .  a  s tu d en t of 
Nucklao. Yess’ (here he tu rned  to English), ‘a  boy of St
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Xavier’s. D am n Mr Lurgan’s eyes!—It is som e sort of 
m achinery like a  sewing-machine. Oh, it is a  great cheek of 
him —we are  not frightened th a t way a t Lucknow—No!’
Then in Hindi: ‘B ut w hat does he gain? . . . The trum pet- 
box was pouring ou t a  string of th e  m ost elaborate abuse 
th a t even Kim had ever heard . . . th a t  for a  m om ent lifted 
the sho rt ha irs  of his neck. W hen the  vile th ing drew 
breath, Kim w as reassured  by the soft, sewing-machine-like 
w hirr . . . ‘ChupY (be still) he cried . . . 'Chup—or I break you 
head.’ . . .  If there were a  devil inside, now w as its time for— 
he sniffed—th u s  did the sewing-m achines of the bazar 
smell. He would clean th a t shaitan. (Kim 150-51)
W hen confronted with the  unfam iliar and disconcerting, Kim 
employs both his native language, Hindi, and  the language of his 
school, English. W hen he m akes the switch, the change is complete. 
Even as far a s  the nam e of the city is concerned, Kim uses the Hindi 
form of the place, Nucklao, when thinking in Hindi, and  the English 
form, Lucknow, w hen thinking in English. Although he is never able 
to  figure out w hat th e  box is, the  two cultures, playing off one 
another in his m ind, enable him  to decide a  course of action.
While th is scene m ay appear hum orous when taken  ou t of 
context, the purpose of the  tes t is to determ ine w hether Kim’s 
English training a t St. Xavier’s  has dam pened the  boy’s Hindu 
instincts. Since Kim recognizes the evil and  seeks to  silence it, the 
incident dem onstra tes th a t he can  follow h is conscience in spite of
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the E uropean hierarchical system  in w hich Lurgan places him.
Lurgan S ahib  is deeply im pressed with th e  boy. He explains that, 
though the  phonograph is an  extremely expensive instrum ent, “it was 
cheap a t the  price” (Kim 151). The older m an realizes the  value of 
Kim’s dual cu ltu re  and  lauds him  for m aintaining a  double world­
view.
While Kim’s Hindu perspective earns him Lurgan’s respect, the 
multiple n a tu re  of Kim’s personal cu ltu re  streng thens him  so m uch 
th a t it eventually saves him from insanity. When Lurgan Sahib  
again te s ts  the  boy’s  m ental strength , the  only th ing  th a t saves him 
is the ability to  sw itch the framework of his m ind. Lurgan Sahib, 
knowing th a t Kim’s primary cu lture is Hindi, a ttem pts to break the 
boy’s m ind th rough  a  form of hypnosis designed to a ttack  th e  deep- 
s truc tu re  of th a t  language. Kim extricates him self by switching 
cu ltures and  languages:
So far Kim had been thinking in Hindi, bu t a  trem or came 
on him, and  with an  effort like th a t of a  swim m er before 
sh ark s, who hurls him self ha lf ou t of the water, h is m ind 
leaped up  from a  darkness th a t was swallowing it and  took 
refuge in —the m ultiplication-table in English! . . . The ja r  
had  been sm ashed—yess, sm ashed—not the native word, he 
would not th ink of th a t—b u t sm ashed—into fifty pieces, 
and  twice three w as six, and  thrice th ree was nine, and four 
tim es three was twelve. He clung desperately to  the 
repetition. (Kim 154)
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While the  previous trial by fire tested  the power of Kim’s H indu 
nature , th is  experim ent seeks to prove the  boy’s ability to use the 
English framework he learned a t  the  madrlssah. This terrifying 
experience stresses the im portance of Kim’s intermingled cultures. 
W ithout several ways of looking a t th e  world, Kim’s m ind would not 
have been able to handle the extraordinary stress of the situation .
By com bining the strengths of m any world-views, Kim negates the 
w eaknesses of any given one.
Kipling’s vision of am algam ating cu ltures stem s from his desire 
to create a  dialogue between differing world-views, th u s  underm ining 
the provincialism  and  cu ltu ra l isolation of both Britons an d  Indians. 
However, the  au thor does not wish peoples to deny or subvert their 
own cu ltures, which is the reason for his often preferential trea tm en t 
of Indian cu lture and  religion. He seeks to unify the world in its 
diversity as he does in Kim and P u run  D ass so th a t people of vastly 
divergent backgrouds can m eet each o ther with respect. This 
in tention is the reason why Kim ends with “beloved” (289). Kipling 
sees the melding of cu ltures as the only way to strengthen the  
individual. Only through contact with the other can an  individual’s, 
or a  cu ltu re’s, consciousness expand. Kipling asks his readers to 
em pathize with, to read through native eyes, the differences they  
encounter in his fiction.
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